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ABSTRACT

The focus of this practicum in mathematics education

was the development, coordination, and supervision of a

cross-age tutorial assistance program for special junior

high students. The program was developed to assist students,

who for any one of a number of reasons coul-d not cope with the

regular program, to progress through a tutorial approach.

Grades seven and eight students experiencing

difficulty were tutored by grade nine students of varying

mathematics ability. Selection and collection of learning

materials, maintenance of student progress records, super-

vision of timetable arrangements, and room allocations were

all aspects of this Practicum.

By structuring a program and training students to

act as tutors, improvement was facilitated in terms of

social as well as cognitive levels of development. Ïn

addition the support offered to the tutee facilitated

increased levels of comprehension, individualization of

instruction, motivation, and self-confidence. The

potential of this program was enhanced by the concurrent

gains experienced bY the tutors.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Problem

This practicum has been an on-going project at

Chief Peguis Junior High during the Ig77 to l-980 school years.

Each year a number of children have been promoted, or placed,

into grade seven after receiving fairly extensive resource

help, given primarily for reading deficiencies, during

grades 4, 5, and 6. Usually these grade seven placements

r/'/ere accompanied by recommendations for on-going special

programs during junior high. The problem facing the junior

high staff then became one of attempting to provide appro-

priate, individual attention for these children while

conducting

situation

on-going group instruction sumultaneously. This

can prove frustrating to all participants as

observed by Tyler (22:x) z

Group instruction is inadequate to stimulate and
guide the learning of children whose backgrounds, interests,
habits, oy practices are markedly different from the typical
ones for whom the instructional program \^/as designed.

Setting

Chief Peguis scltool had an enrol-l-ment of 776

students in I977 with six mathematics teachers assiqned an

average of 130 students each. The school's organization

provided for a "schools-withìn-the-school" approach. Two

four-member teams of core-subject teachers instructed
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approximately l-30 students each in all three grade levels.

As a general policy students \^rere assigned randomly to one of

the two schools, called bands, ât each grade level. Because

of the heterogeneous nature of the class groupings, providing

sufficient individual attention has become an on-going concern.

For a time during the late 1960's and early 1970's,

the mathematics team reli.ed on an abil-ity grouping strategy

to provide three streams of students with corresponding

tracks of learning packages, called contracts, to arìswer

the individualization concern. Currently the staff and

administration's preference for mixed-ability, randomly

assigned class groupings seems to be supported by current

research. Begle (7:I) has indicated that ability grouping

is "...not a dependable way of improving mathematics

achievement. rr rt. . . tRl esearch suggests that homogeneous

ability grouping," according to Wilson and Schmits (462535),

"common though it is, may be damaging to the achievement and

social-emotional growth of children. " Two of the pitfalls

related to ability grouping were emphasizes: low-ability

students' development of desirable attitudes and self-concepts

may be seriously impaired; and, the high-ability' students tend

to develop artificially inflated self-esteem (46:536). Wilson

and Schmits have advocated (46:536):

....heterogeneous small classroom groups to limit the
possible negative effects of ability grouping while stilI
allowing the practitioner better opportunities to meet indi-
vidual needs than are allowed by large-group instruction.
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By offering tutoring as a support service, this recommen-

dation has been taken one step fu-rther toward meeting indi-

vidual needs.

As part of the support services provided to students

requiring special help, a tut.orial assistance program was

started in 1975-1976 under the direction of Mr. W. Gadsby,

school guidance counselor, and Mr. T. IrlacKenzie, reading

clinician (Child Guidance Ctinic). In 1976-L977 the tutorial

assistance program was replaced by a teacher-advisor strategy.

Then in I977-I978 a teacher-resource position was created.

Mr. R.S. Scott took on responsibility for developing a

resource reading program along with support services for other

subj ect areas.

Reason for study

This mathematics tutorial- assistance program h/as

activated to satisfy math-resource needs. The tutoring
strategy was considered to have more potential- than the

alternative of ability-grouping. The rational-e that ability
grouping leads to making "...instruction simpler, and there-

fore more effective" was effectively disputed in the article:

"Ability Grouping: The Rich Get Richer" (1:l-2). The

Mathematj-cs Tutorial Assistance Program, referred to as Math

TAP in this paper, ilây overcome the pitfall-s of ability
grouping and still accomplish the objective of makíng in-
structÍon simpler, and therefore more effective. The reason

for this p::acticum, then, was to provide a tutoring program



which has met Tylerrs (222x) requirements:

This means much more individualization of instruc-
tion than is possible j-n the classrooms as they are no\^/
organized....Properly designed, there can be developed
a mutually rewarding relationship between the child
requiring individual attention to stj-mulate and guide his
learning and the young person needing to undertake
responsible work of recognized importance.

The educational significance of this practicum was

not the novelty of the approach; nor, v¡as it the amount of

scientific evidence supporting approaches of this style. The

significance nay have been the naturalness of the teaching-

learning experience. This practicum hoped to set a program

climate that encouraged the participants to gain from the

inherent learning situations in a tutorial approach. Benefits

to the tutor as well as to the l-utee were expected. The Math

TAP was intended to take advantage of the ancient affirmation:

"Docemur docendo rHe who teaches l-earns' . . . adolescents who

tutor young children benefit from learning by teaching" (3622I5).

Rationale

Since the school administration has chosen to

organize heterogeneous classes, provision of sufficiently

individualized instruction for special students has been

recognized as a problem that requires on-going attention.

Low grades on teacher-made achievement tests have been compared

with previous records and recommendations indicating under-

achievement requiring special support and instructional tech-

niques. The teachersr classroom observations of a student

floundering or struggling with classwork and/or homework
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assignments

services for

have

such

readily indicated the need for support

student andstudents. In addition the

parent conference often has led to a request for more individ-

ual attention. Coincidently, through a similar combination

of evaluation and observation, other students were identified

as having different needs. Sj-nce the regular program was not

sufficiently challenging for them, some students \¡/ere per-

ceived to be restless and eager for more independence. So,

it would seem natural to attend to the special student prob-

lem by using the available resources of the high-achievers to

tutor under-achievers. The review of literature will pos-

sibly offer information on the selection and matching of

students to help determine whether this simple approach would

tend to be effective.

This probrlem of deal-ing with the specj-al students

within the setting of the heterogeneous class has been

observed by teachers, administrators, parents, and students

at our school to be most acute for grade 7 and B students.

The grade 9 math curriculum tends to be less frustrating

to the underachiever since several- new topics at this level-

tend to act as a motivating factor. Also, a number of the

underachieving grade 7 and B students are transferred to

approved courses with less academic demand instead of

continuing with grade 9 at this school. These two factors

lead to less demand for special help at the grade 9 level.

Through these observations, the need for a Math TAP
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could be recognized at the grade 7 and B levels primarily with

the grade 9 level being ar¡ailai:l-e as a source of tutors. The

coping-behavior of an average junior high underachiever was

faLrly typically portrayed by Lippitt, €t al. (28:-l-03) through

the reporting of comments like: "If I work on school- stuff,

Bob will think I'm a square;" and, "Why do math? I'm never

going to use that stuffl" These comments are illustrative of

the peer pressures and "sour-grapes" rationalizations that

may dominate the unsuccessfull student's attitude development.

The typical ratj-onaIe of a cross-age teaching pro-

gram v¿as vividly expressed in this antecdote by a nineth

grade tutor that appeared in an article by Herzig (242334-335) :

To me this isn't really being a teacher, but helping
kids who can't help themselves do the work. They aren't
stupid; they just need the closer help some teachers
can't give. But we don't help like teacher, w€ help like
friends, just help to get them to help themselves. It's
just some kids don't understand until it's explained.
I'm like that. I have to have my algebra explained.

It's rewarding too. You get a feeling of well,
satisfaction, friendship, accomplishment. All of these
when one day you go to your class and see the kids smi1e,
Iaugh, and maybe even show you up and they know the work
you've been helping them with.

This kind of thing stays with a person. Itrs an
experience, something you'11 always remember. The tutor
and the c1ass. It's different and the memories are differ-
ent...walking to class I figured we must of done something
right and that made me happy. It usually takes a lot to
make me happy, even my mother says I should smile more.
I'm happy inside, it's just the outside that has trouble.
Well-, doing this makes me happy.

One of the objectives of this practicum \¡/as to

provide opportunity for this kind of personal reaction that

may be intrinsically involved in the tutoring process. This

fulfill whatinter-personal involvement helps partícipants
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Dr. William Glasser indicated

as "...tv/o basic psychological

in his book, Reality Therapy,

needs:

loved

and to

and the need to feel that. we are

the need to love and be

worthwhile to oursel-ves

others" (16:1) .

The development of a Math TAP directly supported

aims and objectives in atthe school division's statement of

least three areas (41 : l- ) :

1. Communication;

2. Personal and social developmenti

3. Skill development.

The opportunities established in such a program may also lead

toward the attainment of the other two goals:

1. Creativity;

2. Systematic thinking.

For example, with respect to communication, the

Math TAP provided a chance'for the tutor to meet the objec-

tive of ". . . [developing] a confidence in the individual that

he may have something to communicate" (4L:2). The opportu-

nity for a student to impart his own information in a situ-

ation that he perceives as i-mportant is often too infrequently

avail-abl-e in traditional cl-assroom settings. Both the tutor

and the tutee are participating in exchanges that could lead

to the development of ". . " the g}llf" "f communication through

language (writing, reacling, speaking, and l-istening) i" as well

âs, the development of "...the ability to gain satisfaction

througlr communication of thoughts, ideas, and feelings" (4L22).



In a similar .manner it

I4ath TAP suPPorted major asPects

and objectives.

B

can be demons.trated that the

of all five divisional aims

Plan of studY

The term, cross-age tuto-ríng, was def ined as

(31:215):

...a dynamic teaching-learni-ng process where older
students help younger students with their learning
problems on a one-to-one tutorial basis.. -.The major
objective of the process is to improve achievement,
both academic and social, of the participating students.

This definj-tion assumed more scope and potential than earlier

descriptions of tutorial instruction (42:847) z

iltl usually means instruction of a single student
by a single teacher - a tutor.... tltl may be highfy
effective because it stimul-ates truly individualized
work under regular guidance and amid inspiring associ-
ations.

At that time tutoring was viewed as an important part of the

school's program for enabling the slow child to maintain

normal age-grade progress (42:61-8). There was little recog-

nition of potential benefits to the tutor-

Lippitt, êt al. (28223-26) have identified' several

questions related to formation of a cross-age tutoring

program:

Do the olders miss much work?
Do the youngers resent being selected for special
help?
!{hat do olders do about discipline problems?
How should a teacher choose the youngers in his/her
class to receive helP from olders?
How are older helPers Picked?
Are there objections from Parents?

l-
2

3
4

5
6
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7

B

9

How many youngers is an older responsible for at one
time?
Where does the tutoring take place?
Are the olders really to be trusted to work when not
under direct supervision?
When does this helping take place?
Does an older stay with the same younger all semester?
What age gap should there be between older helpers
and youngers being helped?
What happens to youngsters who want to tutor but donrt
know enough content to help?
How can you be sure the older helper knows content of
subj ects?
With children "teaching", aren't we giving avüay our
special privilege as teachers or downqrading the
profession?
How can helper or younger get out of the situation if
it proves incompatible to either or both?

10.
11.
12.

13.

)-4 .

15.

l-6.

The following review of Iiterature, along with con-

clusions drawn from the practicum experience, will attempt to

focus upon answers to these concerns. Further questions to be

considered central to a tutoring program are related to the

following aspects of the tutoring experience (26:198):

-1. What kind of gains can be expected by using the cross-

age tutoring strategy for tutors, tutees, and their

teachers?

2. What focus should a training program take to develop

good tutors?

3. What special responsib.ilities will be added to teachers

of those tutoring or being tutored?
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REVIEW OF LITERÀTURE

In I976 Cherry Creek Fligh School of Englewood,

Colorado was the setting for an arithmetic tutorial strategy

that focussed on ". . .mutually aided learning (13:5-17) . " The

program made use of hiqh school juniors and seniors to teach

arithmetic to third, fourth, and fifth graders. The rationale

for this tutorial- was one that intended to individual-ize in-

struction and to motivate uninterested students.

The program \^/as started in 1968 with a focus in art,

math, and science using 50 high school students as tutors.

By I976 more than 200 students r/vere tutoring in math, science,

English, social sciences, industrial arts, physical education

to elementary students. Of the 200 tutors 17 were helping

math tutees. The program design involved a three week train-
ing session for tutors. The training sessions identified and

prepared necessary materials. Basic teaching ideas and spec-

ific problem s-ituations were discussed. The tutors spent

Mondays in a conference session to plan lessons for the week

with the teacher. The arithmetic t-utoring sessions took place

at the assigned elementary school during the remaining four

days.

The program's anecdotal evaluation highlighted the

tutors' development of positive feeling, greater responsibility,

better planning habits, a sense of reward by tutee I s responses,

as well as a feeling of accomplishment, and greater confidence

(I3:5lB). The facilitation of better communication in addition
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to better perception of relations between secondary and

elementary teachers is refl-ected in this comment (13:519):

"Alf of the elementary and hiqh schoo] teachers involved with

the program believe that in addition to the significant

learning which takes place. . . . there is considerable cooperation

across grade fevels that comes about as a by-product. "

Theoretical- structures

The superficial treatment evident in the tone of this

particuJ-ar report is representative of tutorial programs that

have as goals some isolated I earning or unpredictable growth

rather than the deliberate psychological development favored

by Paolitto in 7"976 (36:233). The Cherry Creek program seems

open to Paolitto's accusation that "...programs were set up

for practical purposes to relieve teacher burdens. Benefits

to tutors often occurred through "serendipity" (L72227)."

In her review of cïoss-age tutoring Paolitto identifies three

idealogies:

1. Cultural transmission;

2. Romanticism;

3. Progressivism.

Her categories were based on Kohlberg and Mayer's (L972)...

"effort to formul-ate a conceptual framework for a method of

inquiry surrounding educational interventions in general

(36:216)." The Cherry Creek program may be entered into the

classification of the cultural transmission idealogy in that
it focuses upon the transmission of what is known and what is
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accepted as important to the culture. The cultural trans-

mission idealogy defines knowledge in a static and society-

oriented manner. The "back to the basics" mood currently

popular would be most compatible with this idealogy in contrast

to either the romanticism or progressivism thought traditions.

The romantic idealogy places an emphasis on the

learning process. f t views educat-ion f rom its original Latin

meaning, "the leading out of." "Learning becomes the un-

folding of the individual's natural (i.e., biological, intel-

lectual, emotional, spiritual, and ethical) self." This cate-

gory would encompass a program that aims to ".. "provide the

optimal environment for the discharge of innate positive and

creative energy, " In this perspec-tive " . . . knohTledge is a

process, dynamic and uni-quely individual (362216)." A comment

by Cart Rogers expresses the importance of the tutoring

process (4322I7) z

There is nothing so personatl-y stretching--on both
sides of the table--as for one student to help another
and for each to grow in the Process.

The progressive idealogy takes i-n programs that have

the aim of stimulatj-ng "...development, defined as the attain-

ment of higher stages of cognitio¡ based on an invariant

sequential pattern" (36;2l-6) . Conf lict and conf lict reso-

lution in the learning situation should lead to experential

benefit. This kind of learning is characterized by a change

in the individual's structure of thinking leading toward a

more complex mode of comprehending the world.

:t',

a:l

:.'
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The following suruûary deals with PaoÌittors attempt

to use these idealogical categories in reviewinq tutorial

program develoPment.

Historically the cultural transmission idealogy

dominates tutorial designs. This dominance is illustrated

by a report by Quintilian in the first century A.D. In his

rnstitutio Oratoria reference was made to the use of older

children to help younger children learn their lessons. During

the 1530's the German, Valentin Trotzendorf, made similar use

of older children. The "decuriors", a student monitor leading

for each group of ten students, were organized by Spanish

Jesuits at the College of Lisbon in the 1550's. It was during

the seventeenth century that a Moravian teacher, John

Comenius, described benefits for: the tutors as well as those

tutored (36:2L7):

The saying, "He who teaches others, teaches himself,"
is very true, not only because constant repetition
impresses a fact indelii:rl-y on the mind, but because the
process of teaching in itself gives a deeper insight into
the subject taught"..The gifted Joachim Fortius used to
say that...if a student wished to make progress, he
should arrange to give lessons daily in the subjects which
he was studying, even if he had to hire his pupils".

Fortius' advice is a v-ivid example of how the cultural trans-

mission model stresses the concept that knowledge consists of

memorizing certain known facts and ideas.

In England "mutual instruction" was a widely re-

ported technique at the tÍme of the Industrial Revolution in

the latter part of the eighteenth century. In 779L at a boys'

orphanage in Madras, India a monitorial system based on the
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ancient Hindu system was dÍrected by Andrew Bell, the cleric

head master. One of the many examples cited earlier in

support of the learning through teaching principle comes from

Andrew Bell during the l-830's (B:15).

That the teacher profits far more by teaching
than the scholar does by learning', is a maxim of
antiquity, which all- experience confirms--"Docemur
docendo"--"He who teaches learns".

Paolitto

oral goal in this

notes the first identification of

passage from Joseph Lancaster in

a behavi-

1803:

Lively, active tempered boys are the most frequent
transgressors of good order, and the most difficult to
reduce to reason; the best way to reform them is by
making monitors of them. ft diverts the activity of their
minds from mischief, by useful employment, which at the
same time adds greatly to their improvement (3622I7) .

It was for this purpose that Lancaster used the monitorial

system. The tutors were expected to keep order and to pursue

". . . the other task of this cultural transmission idealogy by

pouring factual academic knowledge into their charges through

slate-copy.ing" (362277) .

For a quarter century in Canada, then the British

North American Colonies, the educational scene was dominated

by support for the monitorial school system from 1815 to

the 1840's. This d.ominance represented the last major effort

of some philanthropic minority societies that provided schools,

although partially funded by subscription, âs a charitable

offering to the people and benefiting the poor as well- as

those able to pay (37 z\24) . Vfhile stressing a curriculum

committed to the masbery of the three R's, the organizrng
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societies usually intended to use the school experience as an

attempt to perserve it I s particular special interests in terms

of religion and loyalties to England (37:119). Although

religions competition stimulated the growth of these schools,

much of the efforts expended were negated by attacking,

counterattacking, and duplicating resources (37:116) .

The British and Forei-gn School Society funded schools

that Protestants were likely to have a preference for since

their currj-culum as proposed by Joseph Lancaster, a Quak"er,

had included " . . r:eligious instruction of a nondenominational

character..." in his Lancastrian school-s (27zLI6). On the

other hand Roman Catholics and Anglicans were more likely to

see the benefits of the schools sponsored by the National

Society for the Education for the Poor in the Principles of

the Church of England. Led by Andrew 8e11, a clergyman of the

Church of England, these national- schools stressed "...the

catechism in relígions content and insisted upon practices and

material-s of Anglican here' (37:116). So it was that under

these circumstances monitorial schools of two types were

developed in Canada: The Lancastrian and Bell's National

School-s. PhiIlips reports on the enthusiastic response to

the development of the monitorial schools (37:116).

The Beginning under British RuIe:

-Monitorial School-s- The Last l.fajor Effort of Philanthropy

At the beginning of the nineteenth century ín England,
ancl a few years l-ater in Canada, schools of a novel type
were qreeted with er-rthusiasm by men and women who were
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anxious to find some cheap and practical method of giving
a little education to the qr:owing hordes of children in
cities and towns. The unique advantage of these schools
was that hundreds of pupils coul-d be given instruction
under a single master, and consequently at little cost.
This was accomplished by having superíor and senior pupíIs
act as teaching monitors. The novelty was not in the idea,
whj-ch was centuries old, but in its application. The or-
ganj-zation and operation of the school was systematized to
a degree which would do credit to any factory, and effi-
cient mass production in education was the result.

In IB12 the acclaim accorded Lancaster

tion of

Montreal

supervised since

his monitorial style was

teacher.

challenged by

a school plan

for the ínven-

Engel1, a

that he hadHe described

L7B6 that was similar in style and effect,

epoch-making dis-some twelve years before " . . .Lancaster's

covery" (37 2120) .

The Lancastrian and Bellrs National Schools were more

alike than different, according to Phillips (37:116):

The two systems...v/ere essentially alike education-
aJ-ly, although the two founders made much of superficial
differences. Both used a large room to accommodate a
large number of pupils, who were divided by grade level-
into several classes. Both used rivalry as a stimulus
to effort and as a substitute for corporal punishment.
fn Lancastrian schools the seats and writing desks occu-
pied the centre of the room, and the stations for oral
instruction were located around the wal1s, in the National
Schools these arrangements were reversed.

In both systenrs the monitors' training encouraged

exact and mechanical attention to their carryíng out their

instructions. fn order to avoid the potential chaos inherent

in supervising the 100 to 1,000 pupils housed in the one room

school, response and movement was highly restricted and regu-

lated. This description of the opening exercise routine comes

from a report on one of the National Schools that operated in
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Saint John, New Brunswick under the name of Madras Schools:

There were generally some two hundred boys in
attendance who were taught by about a dozen teachers
chosen from their own ranks by the master as being the
most promising and intelligent pupils. Over the teachers
an usher was placed, also appointed by the master, whose
duties v/ere analogous to those of a sargeant major in the
army--namely to exercise gener:al supervision under di-rec-
tion of his superior. Promptly at t.he hour for opening,
the usher mounted the platform. In the absence of the
more modern school beII, a stamp of his foot commanded
sil-ence and the attention of the school. A moment l-ater
his hand was raised as signal for prayers; the boys knel-t
with hands folded whilst the usher repeated sentence by
sentence the works of the Lord's Prayer, the boys all re-
peating each sentence after he had pronounced it.

fn spite of the didactic approach evident the moni-

torial- system was considered "...the "progressive" method of

the time and was regarded as going far in the direction of

making instruction interesting and appealing to the scholars"

(37:1I7). fts popularity was partly due to the lack of alter-

natj-ve approached, according to Phillips (3:116):

Actually the precision in- routine \¡/as pleasing to
average pupils, and the rnore intelligent were relieved
of boredom by competition for prizes and by appointment
as monitors. Although monitorial- schools rightly fell
into disripute by the 1840's when Pestalozzian ideas
\^/ere beginning to take hold, the systems of Bel-l and
Lancaster had much to comrnend then in contrast with
practices in most other schools in the earlier decades.

The first of the monitorial schools appeared in the

Iarger population centers of the L\ritish North American

Colonies with a Lancastrian School in Halifax in l-B15 and a

National School also in Halifax by 1816 (37:118). The

building plans for these schools usually called for only one

room with dimensions of approximately 35' X 70' to house as

many as 250 pupils (37;l-l-9) . By 1820 the Roman Cathol-ics set
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up another National School in Halifax and 5 more schools were

operating on the monitorial plan in other Nova Scotian towns.

By lBlB there was an extensive following of the

National School plan in New Brunswick as the Madras Schools

were organized (37:119). With an enrollment of about 200 the

Madras School at Saint John known as Central School, attracted

Govenor Smythe so he had his sor-r attend. Smythe became an

enthusiastic supporter and became instrumental in furthering

the establishment of more of these schools. By 1820 six other

luladras School-s were operating and then by LB24 there were 39 of

them in New Brunswick. In IB22 McNaughton voiced the complaint

that these schools were monitorj-al- in name only; and then, a

few years later the Madras Schools in rural- areas lrere judged

to be fai-lures. Although New Brunswick became known as the

last stronghold of support for the monitorial design, even its

support was on the decline in 1854 whcr only 7 Madras Schools

were still operating. In 1854 the "Thirty-fifth Report on the

State of the t'ladras School" made the following evaluation of

the system (37 2124) :.

Long experience has shown that the monitorial system
is admirably adapted to economise the time of both Masters
and Schol-ars, and to impart life, energy, and accuracy to
the whole course of instruction.

By this time the school at Saint John had expanded its

currj-culum from the three R's, the catechism, and the chief

truths of religion to incl-ude geography and history. So,

according to Phillips, the dec-line of the monitorial system

became final (37 zl-24) z
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A method designed to secure memorization of cut-and-
dried materia] had reached the end of its usefulness when
the latter subjects were inc-luded.

In Lower Canada in 1814 the monitorial system was

instroduced by the establishment of the Quebec Free School, a

Lancastrj-an School. It began with an enrollment of 250 boys

after the successful bid for funds from England by Rev.

Thaddeus Osgood (37:120). Then the Roman Catholic Bishops

pressured the Quebec govenor to withdraw support leading to the

school- committee's decision to cease operations in IBl7.

Organizations affliated with the Church of England in Lower

Canada then supported a National School in Quebec from 1819

until- 1840 maintaining an average enrollment of 200 pupils.

Meanwhile, another National Schoo1 opened in l4ontreal

in 18-19 for 300 puplls and operated until the l-840's (37:J-2I) .

The Lancastrj-an School was predictably well supported with

the first opening in 1822. This popularity was demonstrated

by the actual presence of Joseph Lancaster in Montreal between

LB29 and 1832.

In Upper Canada the expanse and lack of population

density were not favorable to the monitorial style of schools

(37:I22). Although it should have been perceived t.hat the

system would not work as well as it did in larger cities, a

Lancastrian School- was opened in Kingston during 1817 and

closed after only 10 months. Alternately a National School

carried on for a few years after 1820, followed by another

Lancastrian attempt for some months during 1827.
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The l.lational Schoo], known as the Central- School in

york, v/as the only monitorial school to persist even after

the reduction of grants to common schools in 1820 (37:I22) .

Under the dj-rection of Joseph Spragge enrollment increased

from less than 100 when it opened to about 400 when it closed

in L844.

By 1840 schools became locally directed and publicly

funded so that they began to take on program plans suited to

the partícular situation, leading to a decline in the popu-

larity of monitorial schools. Flowever, in 1813, Lord Selkirk,

while considering plans for a first school in the Red River

settlements wrote to hís agent, demonstrati-ng the extent to

which the system had "...caught the fancy of we1l-known people,

that it was advocated with confidence where its unsuitability

should have been aÞparent".

K. l{cRae is well acquainted with the improved methods
which I have been introduced with such wonderful effect
by Joseph Lancaster and he could in a few weeks organize
a school on his plan, if you could pick from among the
settlers a steady young man of a cool temper to be
employed as their school master.

Realization of the intrinsic benefits to the tutor-

monitor first occurred in America with William Bentley Fowle's

monitorial system in the 1820's. The monitoring function

became a goal- itself rather than just a means to overcome

inadequate teaching. Paolitto points out Fowlers unresolved

confl-ict between democratic ideals and the authoritarian

control typical of the tutorial relationship. At this time

tutoring continued to focus on learning academic subject
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matter along vrith cultural norms. Since the greatest need for

cross-age tutoring was perceived to exist in schools for the

poor, these programs were developed within the framework of

the cultural transmission model.

Fowle's description of a child-centered teachj-nq style

is well suited to the development of a rationale for tutoring

(21-z16) z

The art of teaching depends more upon adapting the
explanation to the capacì-ty of the learner than upon the
amount of knowledge accumufated by the teacher. Is it
unreasonable then to suppose that the explanation of
children may sometimes be better suited to the understand-
ing of children than those of adults woul-d be? I am not
ashamed to own that I often called on my monitors to
explain what I had failed to make a tittle scholar appre-
hend.

Although Fowle had begun to recognize the educa'bional signifi-

cance of the tutorial experience, American and Canadian moni-

t-oriaI schools disappeared as greater allocation of public

funds for education removed their economic necessity during

the twentieth century. Their disappearance occurred before

the educationaf value to the tutor was fu1ly recoqnized or

exploited.

The impending shortage of teachers during the 1960's

led Benjamin lVright to turn toward the tutorial concept.

Once again the practical motivation for tutorial planning

dominated rather than an educabional motivation. However,

VJright recognized the potential of the tutor's experience in

his hope that tutoring could lead to more career choices in
...... a :.
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the fiel-d of education. Paolitto refers to a paper written

by Rasmussen when remarking on research shortcomings during

the 1960's (36:2I9). Tt is pointed out that the relevant

research is dominated by studies that rely on anecdotal

illustrations rather than solid reasearch. The projects are

characterized by their vague aims and inconclusive findings.

As a demonstration of the lack of quality research,

Paol-itto cites the Iimitation of such aims as: "giving

confidence to tutors" or "giving older children the oppor-

tunity to play an adult rol-e". These goals take on diminished

val-ue when Paolitto states that they refer to "excelling in

learning what the teacher wanted, ot...imitating what the

tutor's teacher would do" (36:220). In addition study con-

clusions are viewed as being weak sj-nce the majority of these

tutorial programs focused primarily on educating the disad-

vantaged without any suitabl-e control- for the possible occur-

rence of the "Pygmalion" effect. The lack of rigorous stand-

ards is apparent in the vagueness of Rime and Ham's (1968)

conclusion that cites morale and prestige building for sixth

graders who acted as tutors. The summary of outcomes indí*

cates a three grade reading level improvement for one tutor

during one year accompanied by the indication that ". . .others

changed their attitude and made progress" (36222I). This lack

of detail-ed reporting is typical- of the available research of

the time.

One of the exceptions to Rasmussen's criticism of the



relevant reasearch was the rvork done by Cloward in

Clowardrs conclusions were de'tailed and based on a

program of testing. Paolitto reports that he was

clude that:

11aJ.

1967.

sound

able to con-

. . . adolescents who were low-achieving students in a
traditional city high school could become effective tutors.
Among tests in reading ski11s, school achievement, atti-
tudes, values, educational aspirations, and interest in
teaching, the only measurable change took place in reading
level by 3 years 4 months in a five-month period compared
with an increase of one year seven months in the control
group (36:22I) .

It was at this time that Cloward was invol-ved in the

evaluation of New York City's Mobilization for Youth program

(122220). This program \¡/as set up in 1959 through special

funding to deal with a reading retardation problem. In 1963,

10 th and l-1th grade high school students vrere hired to tutor

low-achieving 4th and 5th grade elementary pupils after school

hours. The program was implemented in "Special Service"

school-s located in a ghetto area of Manhatten's Lower East Side.

By I973 approximately one thousand paid volunteers were work-

ing with younger students. The majority of these tutors

v¡orked two days a week for two hours each day. fn 1967

Cloward discussed his findings based on two concurrent experi-

ments that took place during the period from November, L963 to

June , L964 covering 25 weeks. Because some school officials

doubted the potential of the tutoring experience to benefit

either the tutors or the tutees, Cloward set out to establish

effects on both groups (12:221) . To study the effects on tutees

data was collected for 356 experimental- and 757 control subjects
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drawn from a population of 2,500 fourth and fifth grade pupils.

Tutees made an average of 6 months reading improvement after

5 months while the control group only demonstrated a 3.5 month

qaín. Data for the tutors was based on random samples of 97

experimental and 5l control subjects drawn from the population

of tenth and eleventh grade applicants for tutorial jobs. fn

describing the g'ains made by tutors and controls on the post-

study administratj-on of the lowa Silent Reading Tests, Cloward

explains that " . . . a substantj-al portion of the increase for

both groups may have been due to increased familiarity with

the test directions" (722223) . However, the tutors made more

significant gains than the controls so a beneficial effect of

tutoring appears evident. A surprising factor was the lack of

a corresponding improvement in academic Arades, âs forecasted

by some school official-s. In referring to this aspect of

Clowardrs report both Gartner (22224) and Paolitto (362220)

indicate that the possible persistence of the "Pygmalj-on"

effect may have caused lower than expectçd perception of

improvement in tutor performance in terms of school grades.

Irrelevant curriculum topics or teaching styles in conflict

with learning styles are also suggested as factors influenc-

ing 'bhe persistence of fower school grades (22:24).

These results indicated that tutoring was beneficial

for both participants. Cloward indicates no significant

differences for tutees receiving 2 hours of tutoring a week

compared to those in the 4 hour a week program. For tutors
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no significant differences wer:e reported in data related to

school marks, attitude tov¡ard school and related activities,

educational aspirations, or social values. Cloward holds out

the expectation for improved school grades due to the gains

in reading skill later in their school program, rather than

concurrently with the tutoring experience. The apprehension

of some school officj-al-s proved unfounded as tutoring did not

adversely af fect tutors' grades (l-22224) .

Cfoward concludes that " . . . the tutor was the major

beneficiary of the tutorial experience" (72:227) .

Then in 1968 F. Leboeuf developed a tutorial system

that focused on attitude change (36:22I). Leboeuf's efforts

were note-worthy since he was one of the first to outline

rationale for the methodology implemented. It r,vas during

this period, mid-1960's, that financial support finally l-ed

to recognition and quality research into the potential for

psychological and social learning through cross-age tutoring

(36:222) . As the rel-ationship between tutor and tutee became

the primary focus instead of the narrower aims of academic

improvement during the 1960's, programs following the romantic

idealogy began to emerge. This romantic model was character-

ized by a movement atray from didactic and restrictive teaching

toward more unstructured, inductive group dynamics (36:233).

Validating the results claimed by such programs proved frus-

trating because of the limited success in defining concepts

of adolescent growth.
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The progressive idealogy emerged as programs were

developed that ".,.conceptualized the effect of cross-age

teaching in terms of empirical- research on psychological

development" (36:233). It was at this point that program

emphasis and orientation moved from the practical to the the-

oretical. The progressive idealogy is a developmental one in

which subject matter and group processes are not excluded in

the possibility of affecting the adol-escent's personal devel-

opment. Academic concerns along with the potential of group

interaction form the means, not the ends of the cross-age

tutoring experience as a systematic opportunity for devetop-

ment. In this manner the developmental framework is the most

comprehensive. Paolitto's idealogies form a confl-uence com-

bining the traditions of the cul-tural transmission model, with

its focus on academic subject-centered learning, and the group

dynamícs of the romanticism idealogy. Together these models

can be viewed as impinging forces upon the progressivism model.

In viewing the planning of a theoretical structure for

the Ùlath TAP ' s rationale further comment on this confluence

will be made in Chapter III's discussion of the program

designed for Chief Peguis students.

fn proposing the idealogical framework Paolitto's

attempt to fix it into a chronological time-line development

should not be over emphasized. Factors reflecting the pro-

gress ive /or romantic models may be noted in discussions dated

back to time periods when cultural transmission programs
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dominated. For example Arthur (6¿32) remarks in L946 that

programs should reflect the learner's intellectual organi-

zaLion by being suited to individual needs. As a first step

she recommends careful psychological diagnosis so that tutor-

ing does not reduce itself to a process of giving individual

attention for its own sake. This comment forecasts Paolittors

future remarks concerning the naiveness of attitude typical

of studies characteristic of the romanticism model. Arthur's

recommendation that the teaching methods be adapted to the

specific needs of the person to be taught reflects the ideol-

ogy labelled by Paolitto as progressivism.

In this manner it should be recogni-zed that the fol-

lorving examination of the relevant literature should reveal an

uneven development in the quality of program development.

The Lippitt and Lohman (1965) report on cross-age tutoring

still reflected the didactic and restrictive tone character-

istic of the cultural transmission ideology (292L95). Teacher

supervision in the form of "at-the-elbow" help during the first

tutoring meeting, although supportive, would be too directive

a technique for the trend toward the unstructured, inductive

group process. It has been indicated earlier by Paolitto that

the romantic ideology encompassed this stress on the relation-

ship between the tutor and chitd above al-l else. Ilowever as

a source book for planning and implementing a cross-age tutor-

r_ng program, the Cross-Age Helpinq Proqram by Lippitt, Lippitt,

and Eiseman (L97I) is to be recommended as being both practical
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and comprehensive (28:9) .

In discussing further possibilities and potentials

for tutoring, Thelen (442240-243) suggested several aspects

reflect its "richness andof the tutoring relationship that

flexibility" as weII as some of the trends toward Paolitto's

concept of progressivism:

I

2

3

The establishment of teachlng and learning as a
conmon goal, shared by parents, teachers, and pupils.
Reduction of cross-culturaI, cross-generational, and
authority barriers to communication.
Changing the social-psychological- "c1imate" of the
school from competitiveness to concern for each other;
reduction of anxiety which distorts chil-dren's views
of each other and themselves.
Enhancing the ego strength and self-esteem of the
tutors.
Helping the students find a meaningful use of subject
matter, thus assimilating it better and even coming to
want more of it.
Giving children an opportunity to take an adult role,
and to imagine what it would be like to be part of the
productive society.
Training indJ-genous potenti-al leaders for their
community.
Increasing by a very large factor the amount of teach-
ing going on in the school.
Individualizing instruction... Ialong with the influ-
ence of thel... humane responsiveness of the tutors.
Giving the younger child a big brother or sister who
can guide him during the year, âs if he were an
adopted sibling.
Tutoring advising on a stand-by Icrises] basis.
Picking up cues for teaching of tutees tby teachers
observingl.
Expanding the tutoring system to include parents,
college students, etc.
Learning how to learn...insights into the teaching-
learníng process... Iso that]...the experience of
teaching as actj-on research may remain in the child's
psychic archives as a model for him in dealing with
many other social problems he will encounter.

emphasizes the cooperative nature of the

4

5

6

7

B

9

10.

11.
L2.

13.

L4.

Herbert Thel-en also

tutoring experience

(442238):

as a more positive motivationatr factor
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The idea of students learning through helping each
other is a very promising alternative to the traditional
system of learning through competing with each other. It
also makes the acquisition of knowledge and skills va1uable,
not in the service of competition for grades but as the
means for personally significant ínteraction with others.

In 1-969 J. Carl FJ-eming reported on the effectiveness of the

Colorado elementary school

were used since 1965 to

Student Team Action program at his

(20:22) . Upper elementary students

tutor primary pupils. An anecdotal report from one of these

tutors indicates that Thelen's emotional and cognitive factors

are operative in the tutoring situation (20222) z

"The greatest thing about Student Team Action to me
is the challenge of itr " said one seventh grader. "I like
to see if I can get the Kid's confidence. Can I teach him
things he has never learned? Itrs very important to know
v¿hat you're going to teach and have your plans made when
you go to his room; otherwise, yoü both will get bored,
and your student wil-l think you don't like him or don't
want to help him. "

Transition of rationales

In reviewing studies related to tutoring in the sixties

a transition of emphasis should be noted. The focus shifted

from improvement in the tutee's learning to the dual- focus

on both the tutor's and tutee's growth in areas related to

intellectual attainment as weII as psychological development.

This approach hetd more promise than the one that dominated

early tutoring programs. Studies have indicated restricted

potential for tutee gains (2223) z

...whil_e the recipient may improve a small amount in his
learning, there are no qualitative leaps, break-throughs,
or improvements of great magnitude on the cognitive indices
utili zed.
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By taking on the dual goals of ' . . . st.imulating the older

tutors and providing acadenic and motivational help for the

younger children" the L-ippi.t.ts in l96B are representative of

this transition period (4:1). The rationale described by

peggy Lippitt in J-969 concentrated on four aspects of a

successful program (26¿I99) ¡

l. Increases the amount of individualized j-nstruction;

2. Facilitates comprehension and motivation through the Lrse

of older tut-ors with peer status who can often reach a

child on a real-istic l-evel while an adult may not;

3. Provides enrichment opportunil,j-es by using tutors to guide

capable younger tutees through special topics;

4. Builds self-esteem by creating the opþortunity for a

slower, older tutor to successfull-y help a younger student

performing at or below qrade leve1.

This rationale appears to be relatecl to a 1965 statement of

fj-ve basic assumptions for cross-age tutoring, according to

LÍppitt

1.

and Lohman (29 zl_9 0*191) :

. ".Much of the process of socialization involves use
by younger children of the behavior and attitudes of
older children as models for their own behavior. This
process has great potentiality for planned developmenL.
as an effective educational force, provided that
children are tra-ined appropriately for their role as
socialization agents;
. . . Involvement of older children in a coll-aborative
program with adults to help younger children will
have a significant socializatiorr i-mpact on the older
chil-dren because of (1) the important motíva'bic¡nal
val-ue of a trust-and-responsibility-taking relation-
shíp wj.th adults around a significant task, and
(2) the opportunity to work through--with awareness
but at a safe emotional distance--some of their own

2
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problems of relationships with their siblings and
peers i
...Assisting in a teaching function will help the
"teaching students" to test and develop their own
knowledge, and also help them discover the signifi-
cance of that knowledge;
...Both younger learners and their adult teachers will
be significantly helped in "academic" learning activ-
ities through the utilizat.ion of ...o1-der children...;
...4 child will develop a more realistic image of his
own ability and present state of development, and will-
gain a greater appreciation of his ovün abilities and
skills, if he has an opportunity to help children
younger than himself to acquire skiIls which he already
possesses and to develop positive relationships with
children older than himself.

According to Gartner (2223) the work of the f,ippitts

failed to emphasize that the major benefits of tutoring were

accumulated by the tutor although they had recognized the

learning through teaching principle. Their Cross-Age Helping

Program was started through an experimental development pro-

qram during I96L-62 (28:4). It invol-ved only 24 sixth graders

working with an unreported numk¡er of primary pupils, ages four

and five. The older students helped in an enrichment program

for the primary oupils. Then a pilot study was organized at

the laboratory school- of The {.lniversity of Michigan in 1962.

In L965-66 a private grant ted to the second pilot project

jn Detroit. This proqram made use of 68 student volunteers

from elemenLary, junior high, and senior high schools. The

trigh school helpers \,{ere assiqned to elementary or junior high

students. The junior high tutors worked with upper elementary

pup,ils; and in turn, upper elemen.t.rry tutors worked with

primary pupils. The tutors worl<ed with the pupils of 33

receivinq classes. A short summary emphasizes gains for the

J

4

5

ii
:1,

i

iri

l
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tutees in terms of acade.mic achievement, interest in school,

and self-confidence and so on. The tutors were reported to

qaLn in social values through a short summary of results on a

self-administ-ered check tist" Because no data are directly

available from the l,ippitts' reports, it is difficult to

discuss outcomes of their progrlam (4:1) 
"

I-lowever, the Ontarj-o-Montclair School District in

California followed some of the Lippetts' guidelines in

developing their program (4:1) " l'lainierors report for L969

to I970 indicated that grade B students were transported t<>

tutor at nearby elementary schools where 60 upper elementary

pupils \¡rere helped (31:216). Tutoring took place three times

a week for 40 minutes a day with LzB students involved (28:6).

The tutors worked on a one*to-one basis. Itainiero chose to

]:ase his evaluation on data related to the California Achieve-

ment Tests (Sections on Language, Reading, ancl Math), McDaniel

Tnferred and Self-Concept Scales, Sociograms, attendance

patterns, and discipline " A private research team was retained

to analyze the data and to pi:ovide the evaluation report

(31:216) . L',li|h respect t--o mathematics the junior high tutors

Ìracl scores that exceeded the controls by three months afLer a

seven month tutoring experience. The tutees gained eight months

in the October to May program as did the control group. This

performance was in spite of Lhe selection of tutors and tutees

with l-ower mean I.Q. and grade placetnent scores at the start

of the program than the cont-rols had. In summarizíng the
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results it was concluded that:

The Cross*Age Teaching Program has shown many positive
actions: underachievers have been motivated to learn a.nd
have met success; olders have reinforced and improved
their academic learning by teachi.ng others; students have
become intimately involved in the learning process improv-
ing both their own self-concept and their image with their
peers; students have had the opportunity to experience a
positive relationship with school, and have participated
in learning through cooperation.

In this manner the appr:oach

and Eíseman has been recommen<led as

of the teacher has been evolving so

themselves the major resources for

be designers and orchestrators who

facilitate use of the resources of

advocated by the L:Lppitts

a successful one. The role

that ".".rather than being

learning, Iteachers] will

identify, retrieve and

others" (2J:201) " Cross-

age

to

and

tutoring is further

the changing role of

l,ippitt (27 :205) ;

supported as

the teacher,

a necessary

according to

resource due

Lippitt

Barriers of competiveness, exploitation, and distrust
cause human resources to l¡e tragically under-utilized.
As educators accept the necessity to individualize instruc-
tion, they must seek to provicle for differences in learning
goals, rates, and styles. Mo::e and more it becomes crucial
tha.t they create environments where learners are also
teachers, motivated to give hetp, trusted and trusting in
ef f orts to seel< help f rom others.

Melarango and Newmark supervised a research project

during 1967-1968 that was sponsored by the System Development

Corporation (22233) . Their purpose \^/as the selection and

des|gn of effective instructional procedures for the teachj-ng

of reading-readiness concepts to firs'b gracle Mexican-American

pupils. They found that, bY using trained tutors and specifi-

cally def inecl behavioral- objecti-ves, the tutoring strategy
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proved most effective. During 1968-l-973 the Pocoima elemen-

Lary school became the setting for a school-wide tutoring

plrogram in California. This program follov¿ed Melaragno's

conclusion " . . . that tutoring, to k¡e maximally ef f ective, should

l¡e extended to create a 'tutorial community', in which everyone

is a learner and a teacher" (22:34) . The success of this

approach is reflected by the data collected during the five

year use of standardized testing -in the area of reading achieve-

ment (4:1). During a two and one-half month program, fifth and

sixth graders tutored fírst and second grade pupils. Whi }e both

groups demonstrated modestly enhanced attitudes toward school,

Irfelaragno indicates that the tutors' reading achievement scores

gai ned 5 months and the tutees' scores increased by B months

(3227) .

In addition the program's success was verified through

favorable reports based on ovservation, questionnaires, and

Leachers' comments (22:34). Since tutoring was but one of

nany innovations at this school, Melarango has indicated the

major improvements in the reading achievement scores can be

attributed to the combinat-ion of tþese inf luences (3:358) .

F ollowing the Pocoima practice, teachers v/ere paired

off to facilitate tutorial arrangements in a schoof-wide Each

One Teach One program at a New York el-ementary school during

1969-1970 (22z37). The t-eachers' anecdotal descriptions of

successful outcomes are typical of such programs (22238) z

1 " In one discussion group I had a child call off. six or
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seven methods of approaches which coul-d be used with
a studenb;
A very shy child now has a feeling of importance--
participated in class more.
Another chitd having a great deal of difficulty in
adding, teamed wíth a child with no idea of addition.
The student made only litt-le progress. I-Iowever, the
teacher (tutor) developed a mastery of the basic addi-
tion facts.

In 7966-67 one first grade teacher started a tutoríal

program, under i-he direction of E.Lf . trbersole, which used his

programmed Tutoring in Reading approach (I7:287) . This elemen-

bary school was the Soto Street school located in Los Angel.es,

Calj.fornia" The school's enrol-lment was dominated by Spanish

speaking pupils, like Pocoima's, and once again the problent

to be overcome was related to increasing reading skills. By

LglI-72 this program included every pupil, as either a tutor,

tutee, or both. The tutors were assigned to work for 20 min-

utes each day. Over the six years of this program the eval-u-

ation enthusiastically described remarkable gains. Reading

scores that were once consider:ably below average became

def initely aL¡ove average (17:2BB) .

Although this positive report supports Lhe tutorial

concept, caution in |erms of the signifj-gance of the gains

is warranted by ttre lack of experimental control over the

changing school populabion dur-ing the six year period (2220L).

The following comments by Bronfenbrenner v/ere repre-

sentatíve of the r:ecognition of the need for changing the

typical classroom climate common to schools in the late sixties

(I7:287) :

)

')
J
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Perhaps the rnost promi sinq possibility which the total.
school offers in furthering the development of the child
is the active involvement of older, and subsequently younger
children in the pr:ocess....Except for the occasional anach-
ronism of the one-room school, tltis resource remains almost
entirely unexploited. ". "Surely the most needed innovation
in t-he...classroom is the involvement of pupils Ín res-
ponsible tasks on behalf of others within the classroom,
the school, the neighborhood and the community.

The emergence of pt:ograms lil<e New York's Youth Tutor-

ing Youth progr:am of 'the Natj-onal Commission on Resources for

Youth in 1967 can be viewed as an attempt to meet the need for

irrcreased índj-vidualization (22:2) . New York's l{eighborhood

Youth Corps also supported Lhis scheme so that funds were

avaj.Iable to provide tutoring as an after-school (and/or

summer) prograrn (22228) , Corps enrollees, who \'vere at least

two years behi.nd grade level irr reading, were paid to tutor

younger underachievers in ghetto schools. Iìeports of the 1967

program's success fed to tlie spread of the Youth Tutorlng Youth

scheme throughout New York (22,23I-32) z

Findings similar to Cloward's for the t{obi1ízation For
Youth program showed sig"nificant gains for the tutors'
ability in reading " A high I evel of interest and commit-
ment to the program \.üas evidenced by the fact that only
7 out- of 200 tubors l-eft the program. The proqram's out-
comes gienerated enough j-n'berest to see similar schemes
or:ganized in succeeding years so that by the fall of I970,
200 school clistrjcts were invol-ved in Youth Tutoring Youth.

In Ig72 the most comprehensive review of thís program

tvas re¡:orted after the evaluation of the Youth Tutoring Youth

pt:ogranìs in both tr{ashing'L.on and Chicago (3:361) . In what was

described as a "".,thorough, systematic, well-controlled study,"

the concl-usions supported positive gains for both tutors and

t.utees. The results showed increases in 'i*erms of language
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skills, positive self-image, and interest in going to school

for tutors. With respect to tutees, increased reading interest

and skills, improved self-confidence, and better classroom

behavior v/ere reported-

A dissi-dent view was expressed by Brelrurer during the

same year (92I2) " Because of ttiis pr:ogram's emphasis on human

relations, "...the actual a-cadeniic learnitrg that takes place

is mj nimal or incidental, at least for tutees. So teachers and

school systems find it difficult to embrace these programs " "

Recent trends in rel-evant research

fn Seattte, lrlashington during I97L-72, Bremmer set up

a classroom program tha.t had 40 seventh and eighth graders

helping B0 grades one to four pupils from three elementary

schools with reading, math, and l.rnguage (9:1). After a one

week training session, based on Lippitt, et at.'s Cross-Aqe

Helping Program, 2 or 4 older students were assl-gned to each

elementary classroom so that I or: 2 students, taken on alter-

nate days from the middle school, provided individual tutorial

hetp to selected, clisadvantaged elementary pupils. The tutor-

ing sessions were scheduled for an every other day rotation

of tutors with one hour each day spent with tutees fot approxi-

mately one school semester. The program manager and coordina-

tor met with the tutors during a 2 hour class on every second

Thursday. Three general objectives \^/ere stated (9:2) z

1. By providing individual attenti-on, through the older

studen.ts' ef forts, the tutees' development of a sense
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attitudes were recorded f or tu'te es, 'Lhese indications \,vere not

statj-stically significant either"

The followì-ng conclusions were offered by Brenrmer

(9:1.3) :

1

3

Bremmer

(9:l-3):

1.

4

eighth

l-.

)

2

The student who accrues the greatest benefit from a
tutoring experience is the tutori
When students, who have had no training for tutoring
try to teach, their approach is not crea'tive and fun
oriented as one woul-d expect, but rather painfully
pedantic;
The students wlio are below level in academic achieve-
ment are the students who ¿lre in greatest need of
self-esteem huitding activities.

specifically recommended the foll-owing program focus

That the program operate entirely on a one-to-one
basis;
That b.he emphasis of the program be skill development;
That the program worl< only wj th Title f students and
that the coordination be conducted through the Title I
Basic SkiIls Teachers;
That the tutoring activity take place outside a
si*udent's regular classroom; but, free from distrac-
tions, noise, ott-lookers, ô . . .

2
1J

AIso in L972, C.A. Erb studied t.he effect of tutoring

upon the achievement of eight-h graders (18:l-). While working

out of the Uni-versitY of

cation, who vüere taking

tion Project, tut-or both

Vermont, Erb had juniors in Math Edu-

part in an Experimental Teacher Educa-

grade eight students twice a

one periocl dur-Lng the fall

during the winter quarter.

qu"rrter and then elementarY

Thj s eval-uation focused on

week for

pupils

the

graders with two pu::poses in mind (18:I):

Tnvestigation of the effect of tutoring upon the
achÍevement of eighth graders;
Teacher variabl-es and success in tutoring.



The grade eight tutees \^/ere tested at the

of the first quarter. The Comprehensive Tests of

40.

beginning

Basic Skills:

Bureau, 1969)

administered

(18:4-5) :

Forms

and a

R and Q, Level 3 (I.{onterey: Cal-ifornia Test

specially constricted Attitude Survey v,/ere

to gather data for this study. According to Erb

. . . tutoring gave these students a better image of mathe-
matics in that they were more aware of its importance
in relation to other schoo] subjects. The tutoring experi-
ence also seemed to create more self-confidence in the
students. The tutored group had a qreater increase in
computation scores but the difference betr¿een the experi-
mental and controf groups v/as not significant.

According to I'lerzig's report, in I974, tutors also

experienced a similar enhancement of self-esteem (24:334):

The more eager aides were often noticeably tired but
there was that look of l-did-an-important-job irr their
eyes; and how far is it from that feeling t-o l-am-an-
impo::tant-person?

White teaching junior hiqh math in Dallas, Texas,

Ilc.-rzig offered an elective course For grade B and 9 students.

These students acted as "math aides" for the 90 minut-e math

laboratory classes that were scheduled once every 2 weeks.

The aides tutored seventh graders ancl helped produce, main-

tain, âs well as grade the math experiment each lab day. The

math aides were selected on the basis of three criteria

(24:333) :

1. Recommendation from teacher;
2. Average or better math abilitY;
3. Reasonable sense of responsibility-

In describing the positíve outcomes of his program,

Hei:zig emphasizes two reasons for puLt.ing "...our students to

work at tasks that they and we knor¡ are important" (24:334):
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l. Even though we observe our youth as being more mature,
sophisticated,...in Lerms <¡f responsibíIi-ty, we often
continue to treat them as children. "..Today, we tend
to shelter our young and isolate them;

2. IBecause of current econornic polícies, there is a ]-ack
of funding for paraprofessionals; so, I . . . if student
aides can make the difference between having a program
or not, why not ask them for help?

Although Amster, €t al.'s study in L975 uses the term

"peer teachingr " in the sense that- students were used to tutor

younger ones, this study did follow the cross-age strategy

(5:l). Since 1977, 5000 students in Berkeley and Oakland,

California rvere involved in this program. In this study 24

grade 9 students, who had volunteered and/ar were recommended

by their teachers, instructed whole classrooms of grade 7

students for 2 class periods each week. They were teaching,

rather than simply tutoring, 260 seventh graders in four junior

high schools. The grade nine students were responsible for

presenti-ng material, maintaj-ning discipline, as well as assign-

ing and correcting homework and tests. The curriculum dealt

with grade 7 remedial and basic skill problems, along with

algebraic properties of sequences and series, and the related

tireorems. The recommendation of potential peer teachers was

h¡ased on either of two characteristics (5:2):

1. Have some motivation to v¿orl< but academic work is
marginal--might fail if neglected;

2. Bright--but underachj-eving due to boredom or lack
of interest in school.

In addition a two to three week screening program stressed

four other characteristics of volunteers:

Strong presence;
Ability or potential t-o teach by asking que

I
2

flir l; Il'ii',\

I l l:ili l',',r. 'rtt'j1'
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3. A good knowledge of basic arithmetic skills;
4. trvidence of dependability.

Peer teachers spent the first month of the school year:

in preparation under the supervis-ion of specialists. As the

program got underway, ttre grade 9 peer teachers taughL the

qrade 7 classes on two days each week while the other three

days were spent with their math soecialists, who guided the

development of mater:ials, methods, and style of presentation.

During this time, the gr:ade 7 c,lasses worked with their regular

teachers" A1so, the reqular grade 7 math teachers supervised

the classes wherr b.he peer teachers were working with a class.

They were expected to confer with the grade 9 peer teachers

and the specialists. ft was their role to "...coordinate the

presentation of curri.culum, share information about particular

students, and assist in handl-ing specific problems" (5:4).

Evaluation of the effectiveness of this approach was

based on data collectecl through the administration of five

measures at the program's outset in the falI of 1973, and then

in spring , I97 4 (5:5) :

Comprehensive 'llests of Basjc SkilIs--t"Iath subtest;
Primary }lental Abilities--Spatial Reasoning Subtest;
Raven Progressive lt{atri.ces ;
Cattell- Culture Irair: Intelligence Test--Subtest One;
You and School--Specj-ally constructed 4O-item question-
naire.

The results of this study indicated ttrat the peer-taught,

grade 7 students did as weÌI, -in iinproving math achievement

scores, âs did students taught by thei-r regular teachers. In

atfdi'tion these students made better progress than the grade 7

.l

2
J

4
E
J
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students taught by math special.ists or exchange teachers (5:7) 
"

This result led to the conclusion th¿rt a contri.buting factor

wàs that ,," . .peer teachers were conversant in subculture

vernacular and knew how to communi.cate with and interest

students beyond the means of the middle class teacher regiard-

less of...math training" (5:9).

Peer teaching led to one rather surprising result when

compared to tutoring Per se (5:9):

In contrast with resul-ts found for peer tutoring, there
was no evidence in this study that the peer teachers showed
greater gains in math related abilities and skill-s than
students bei-ng taught.

It seems that tut-ori¡g , oT teaching, on a one-to-one basis

Ìras hacl more powerful effects on the tutor, ot teacher, than a

orie- to-many appr:oach.

In Lg75 Porter and llam-i-1ton eval-uated the tutorr/aide

program at l4alcol-m X elementary school, a public school in

lVashíngton, D.C. Junior and senior high students from neigh-

bori-ng schools were used as tutors in a program thab had the

following objectives (38:2) :

Tutees--improve ski.11s in reading, math, and special
interes Ls ;
An increa:;e in individualized instruction and specific
assistance to the tut.ees;
An increase in self-irnacle and self-concepts on the
part of tutor/.iides atrd tutees;
Improvements in b.he teachi-ng /Learning environment.

Bvaluation took place at tire mid-point of this two

year program. Conclusions wel:e based in part on the students'

performance aS measured by the Prescriptive ltlath Test (grades

1 to 6) , Criter:Lon-referenced. Tabtes of tutees' scores for:
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grades 4 and 5 were presented to clemonstrate that a-Ll tutees

showed an increase in reading and math skills (38:25).

flowever, the experimenhal ancl control groups made comparable

gains with r:espec't to math (3 B : 2 5 ) :

lThere vrasl .".no meaningful significance of difference
between control and experimental groups--from the pre-test
to post-test both experimental and control groups show an
improvement in this mastery of math skills.

Porter and llamilton confirmed that this program had

made a successful start in accomplishi.ng its previously stated

goals. Their confirmation was supported by the teachers' indi-

cation "...t.hat the use of tutor/aides had a definite posibive

effect on the instructional program" (38 225) .

fn L97I a study conducted by Shaver and Nunn had set

out to help grade 4, 7 , and l0 underachievers, deemed to be

inelligible for other remediaÌ programs, in'the at.tainment of

reading and r,vriting skills during these "...potentially crit-

ical academic transition points" (422). The rationale of this

study was related to the potential po\der of a continuous, year-

Iong tutoring program conducted by selected adults, who had

been ". . . solicited by newspaper arid selected on the basis of

tests and interviews" (422) " The tutoring method stressed

continuity by scheduli.ng a one hour session each day during

the entire school yelar.

Shaver and Nunn's efforts stand out because of " . . " the

sophistication of the measures select.ed and the statistical

analysis" (422). The results of this study indicated long

lasting improvements for ski.lls related to a number of academic
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subjects (422) z

lTuteesl....in alI three grades made significantly greater
gains compared to control subjects, and these differences
continued two years later for the seventh- and tenth-
grader students. Furthermore, a significantly greater
number of tutored students than control subjects in all
three grades reached or exceeded their predicted reading
and writing ability potential " These differences were
sustained for all three grades two years 1ater. Similar
results \',zere obtained from the tutoring program at the
conclusion of the second year, using a new set of subjects"

An evaluation report dealing with a program known as

Project Utilize also indicated positive outcomes for tutees

fron the Cl.eveland area in L974-75. This program made use of

adult volunteers, recruited from the schools' neighborhood, to

tutor pupils ". ..who exhibited inadequate coping levels in

reacling and mathematics" (30:1). After nine training sessions

the parent volunteers provided ". . . supportive instructional

assistance to pupils..." at the elementary and junior high

levels (30:3). Of the 2BI children involved in the evaluation

str:dy, 3l were from junior high schools (3) :7) .

The results from this study indicated that tutoring was

a successful technique for improving tutee performance since

". . . irnprovement in certain language arts and mathematics skiIls

was demonstrated by 19.3% of the pupils" (30:1).

The transitional nature of the shifting focus from

benefits to the tutee only to benefits for both the tutor and

tutee can be hightighted by the contrast from some of the

previous studj-es descr:ibed, using adult tutors, to one þy

FÍtz-Gibbon in I976, which is illustrative of several similar

strategies reported recently. In setting out to improve basic
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skitls such as reading ancl com¡rutation, the role-change inter-

vention sl,rategy was selected to moti.vate underachievers from

the junior high level. Accor:ding to Fitz-Gibbon (l-9:-l-) :

In the assigned role of "studentr" the passive recipient
of instruction, many adolescents are restless, bored and
given to the diversions made av¿rilable by taking on adver-
sary roles towards their beleaguered teachers.

The lack of meaninqful anil appropriaLe teaching strategies

accentuates this problem in the following manner (19:1):

The only recognition schoofs give to their students'
transition to adulthood is a gr:im remonstrance that, from
the nineth grade onwards, school records "count"- And all
too often those school records show that many students,
both at the junior and senior high levels, are not com-
petent in basic skills " . . .

"Teachers wilt tell you students don't try to learn; they

won't work; they don't care. And those students who, by

secondary school, still don't- know the basics," according to

Fitz-Gibbon (I922), "are the most difficult to help." So, her

purpose, in changing the student's traditionall.y passive role

to one of actively tutoring, was tv¡o-fo1d: to hold the student's

attention; and to induce an immediate need for learning basic

arithmetic skills" Tutoriug r,vas of fered ". . .to combat the

'She's got my pencil' syndrome--the excitement of the ado-

lescen'b fracas" (19:2) . Rather than the external remj-nder that

basic skills are necessary "...fol: some hypothet.ical- future

career," the role change may internalize a realization of some

importance related to }earni.ng these concepts since " . . . they

need Lo know it for next week" (1922). A nineth graders' typi-

cal response, accor<1ing to l-itz-Gibbon, demonstrates the
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effectiveness of this ratj,onale: "l4e? Teach? I never got

better than 'D' in math. I don't know this stuff" (19:2).

. In Fitz-Gibbon's Role Change fntervention program

"...40 randomly selected, non-volunteer, low-achieving nineth

graders selected from 4 cl-asses in an inner city junior high

school, Iin Los Angeles], tutored grade 4 elementary children"

(19:Abstracb). Four grade nine classes were involved in the

study; but, 'tutors were selectecl from only three of them so

that one class was left as a control class receiving no special

treatment. Instruction, related to eleven objectives for under-

standing and adding fractions, was covered with the three

classes, from which tutors were to be selected, during the first

three days. Then the selected tutors \^/ere assigned to spend

their math time at a nearby elementary school during the next

three weeks. The non-tutors continued with their regular: math

classes, competing related practice for t.he three week period.

In addition the fourth gra<1e 9 class remained intact to be

taught in their usual manner, serving as a control group "

fn describi.ng the results of this study, the following

comment indicated that 'the previously unmotivated, under-

achievers took their new role seriously and worked in a respon-

sible manner (l-9:3):

.".These unmotivated students, many of whom usually showed
up in their regular classes without even a pencil--a clear
iñ¿ication of a lack of intention to work--\^¡ere hard task-
masters in their new roles.

Like previously discussed

ing experieuce also led to better

studies, this tutor-

achievement.

tutorial

academic
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f'Lz--Glbbon relates that (19:4):

...Being a tut-or apparentJ-y led to higher achievemenL'
than staying in class--even a class that was working on

' the same objectives and was much reduced in size due to
the outflux of the tuLors. Perhaps most important was the
fact that three nonths later on a retention test, tutors'
scores \úere still significantly higher than those of non-
tutors.

This i-mproventent for tu'tors contrasted sharply with the per-

formance of the non-tutors in the three grade 9 classes " Ït

was found that there was no significant difference between

their pretest and their retention test scores (19:4).

I{ith respect to tutees, the data was again analyzed

with gss" confidence limits on the means. Fitz-Gibbon reported

(19:4):

Tutees had scored significantly higher than non-tutees.
Again, âs with Lutors, tutees maintained their significant
advantages across the t-hree months to r:etention test time.

So, academi-c improvement was evident for tutees in a lasting

manner after only a three weel< program.

Fitz-Gibbon also offered a convincing argument favoring

the selection and assignment of underachievers for the tutor's

role (L927). In refr-rting the ra.tj"onale that tutees might show

qreater gains if they were taught by high achieving students,

Fitz-Gibbon's results for this study indicated that "...it was

the lower achíevers who lvere the slightly more effective tutors"

(19:7). More able students may have been more suscepti.ble t-o

rushing the tutees through the mater:j-al since the content dealt

with str:aightforward objectives. The underachievers' pace was

likely more appropriate for the qrade 4 tutees (19:7). So, the
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potential- of the tutoring role shoulcl not be limited by the

selection of better students only.

According to Fitz-Gibbon, girls v/ere more likety to

indicat.e a desi,re to be a tutor during the following year than

were the boys. In addition, after takinq part as tutors,

students with tutoring experience had a significantly greater:

interest in continuÍng the following year than did the students

who were not involved j.n the tutorial role (19:10). So,

Fitz-Gibbon concluded that instead of using volunteers, tul-ors

should be assigned, ât least during the initial phase of dev*

eloping a tutorial program.

l'ive major conclusions related to the success of tltis

proqram were offered ( l9:10-11) :

The rol-Êl change intervention makes a radÍcal change
in the social-psychological context of learning.
The student tutor has to st-ucly nov/ for his or her
l-ater benef it;
Iìaving to teach does produce learni-ng in the teacher-
"..having to teach something one does not quite know
induces quick learning and the act of teaching it
several times produces lasting learning;
Teaches basic skills--ResponsibiliLy of the school is
served. tIn addition thel tutor Igains] pride;
lwhile theI tutee Igains] individual- attention;
The Role Change Intervention affects the tutor and
tutee simultaneously--...cloes not write-off the sec-
ondary student without basic skill-s;
Tutors reach out and involve the community-- ISince
theyl may know the ltutees'I families, Imore] informal
reporting to tutees' parents Imay resu]-tl -

daily tuboring j_s one method through which our schools

". . .v,/elcome stuclents into adulthood. - .assigning them

diverse roles, roles involving significant responsibil-

ities" (f 9 zL2) .

I
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As alluded to previously in the Fitz-Gibbon study, some

controversy centered ,rr:ound the question of either selecting

oT relying upon volunteer tutors. Central to this issue is

one of Lippitt, êt al.'s concerns related to whether the older

tutors, bY missing regular class work, become handicapped in

their ov¿n academic development (28223) z "Do the olders miss

rnuch work?" If the tutoring role was not a significant moti-

vational- factor, the loss of j-nstructional time would have been

a valid reason for: selecting high achievers and/or restricting

the use of volunteers so that no underachievers would ¡niss

class time. F'urthermore, if the use of underachievers as

tutors led to

abl-e to make

less tutee

use of such

progress,

students

it would appear unconscion-

Ín the tutoring role.

the number one learning problem for

levels in our

Hov¡ever, the l-iterature ind j-cates consistent support

for F-itz-Gibbon's previously described preference for the use

of underachievers. Gartner, et al. referred to comments made

by Frager: and Stern in relating the successful outcomes of

their program (222I24) :

The significant differences that v/ere discovered were
thab children tutored ". . .were superior to the control
group children who dicl not receive tutoríng; that there
I¡/as greater effect upon previous;ly }ow-achieving tutors
than upon high-achj-evers; Ibut] that the achj-evement
level of the tutor seems to make little difference in the
amount of learning attained by the tutee. . . . "

A,ccording to l{ohan (33:1) , "A low level- of moti.v¿rtion

i s considered by many as

classeschildren in

schools " "

the

The

of most teachers at all

persistence of the motivation problem results
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from the irnpl.ementat"ion of strategies based on "" ".conflicting

and impractical concepts and theories on motivation" (33:]).

This persistence is further entrenched by the use of a group

orientation rather than an individual one.

Mohan's study in 19-12 was set out with the following

purpose in mind (33:5):

A programmatic investigation in a field situation
of the results of peer tutor:ing as a technique for recom-
posing motivations for learning and teaching unmotivated
children....ft was hypothesized that peertutoring would
favorably affect the expression of sel-ectivity, preference
or direction in behavior and the tendency of action, once
iniL.iated, to persist until the end or goal. was atbained.

This study fiLs directly into the cross-age category

since i.t

l4ohan' s

1.

did make senior studen.Ls f.or the tutoring roIe"

rationale

. . . t I I nvolvement, work responsibility, and role reversal
would favorably rnodify the behavior and attitude of
tutors tov¿ard their own school.ing;
. . . tÀÍl any children who f ail to learn f rom .teachers
(or have beachers who fail- to teach) would succeed in
learning from each other. The student who is being
helped gets help from ¿ì person hrho, rnore or less,
talks his language and may have the same kind of
probJ-em he is encountering.

use of

focused

set

all

on two hypotheses (33:6):

2

Among several- other instruments used in this study, a

40 criterion-ref erenced

for the grade 3 level,

(33:B). In dealing

locally pr-'epared math skilÌ test- havíng

items dealing with theory objectrves

administered to the parti.cipants

the hypothesis bhat (33:B):

" . . tutoring would have a sÍgnificantly favorable effect on
the school achievement, motivation, attitude, and self-
concept of the unmotivated chj-ldren--both tutors who
taught and the younger group who were taught, "

was

with
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Mohan made use of six dyads of voluntary participarrts from

qrad.e B for grade 3 and from grade 7 for grade 2 in his pilot

study; however, there were no control subjects. In the main

study 16 dyads and.3l- control subjects were organized by having

the unmotivated students randomly assigned to t.he exper:imental

and control groups respectively (33:9). Traditional teacher-

directed activities were completed by the control students in

their respective classrooms. The experímental glroup's dyadic

matches were formed between grade 6 and qrade 3 pupils and

between grade 5 and qrade 2 for the main study. The pilot

stucly l-asted B months while the main study had a 3 month dur-

ation

Results v/ere based on data collected through several

kinds of instruments in pre- and post-testing for the main

st-udy. Although the results described for the piiot sbudy

v/ere positive, the subjective nature of the evidence and the

sma11 number of participants limited their sígnificance (33:13).

rn the main study the subjective reports of success were sub-

stantj.ated by formal test evidence (33:14). The larger number

of participants also enhanced t-he positive motivational- effect

bhat tutoring was reported to have on both tutors and tutees.

"ft is interest-ing to note that the tutoring process proved to

liave an inherenL value," according to Elliott (I7:289),

"...regardless of who did the tuto.ring. " Thi.s conclusion was

supportecl by citing Salomon and Achenbach's I974 study (I7z2B9):

... tTlhe high enthusiasm children displayed for working
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\,üith other chil-dren suggests that such programs may help
enhance motivat-ion for school ancl academic work in general"

A 797 4 report by Dallas (15 : 300) dea.l-s with tutoring

at a junior high school in Kentucky; ".. "'the program has shown

that many tutors v¡ho are benefiting the most from the program

are those we traclitionally have l-abelled as 'high risk'."

This kind of success may have been partially due to a reduction

in the amount of s.L.igma related to a relearning situation.

Gartner (22;42) referred to Van Wessem's 1961 program

using grade 7 and qracle B students to tutor elementary pupils:

For junior hiqh school students who had not learned
basic elementary skills, tutoring was introduced ''as a
means of offsetting the stigma of relearning basic skills. " . "

In addition Gartner (22242) also referred to an evaluation

report on this t4issouri program to j"ndicate the success of over-

coming this stigma problem:

Primarily, the tutoring program Ibecame a] motivational
device to encourage students to L.earn basic skills.
Students thought they "knew" how to do most of the primary
and middle school skills. They vTere reluctant to revLew/
learn primary-level- reading and math skills for their own
benefit, but they were willin-q to "relearn" such skills so
that they could tutor. The tutoring program IsuccessfullyJ
built up self-image.

since tutoring has to concentrate on the teaching of

fundamentals, accord.ing to i4oran (34237L) , the bright person

may be unabl-e to effectivel.y explain and./or retrieve sufficient

detail related to understanding basic skills and facts. If

they were previously grasped so well that these basic under-

standings have become buried in the tutor's subconscious, then

a simple, but necessary explanation may elude the tutor's

memory (34:371):
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For example, a tutor wf io was t.aking calculus f ound
he couldn' t explain what a square root is or hor¡v to f ind
it because he routinely did them in his head

Many times other learning witl interfere with the
tutor's i-ask. The calculus student knew four \¡/ays to find
square roots and he macle the mistake of shov,ring the person
he was work-i-ng with all four v,/ays " Of course, he wound up
confusing his client velîy badl-y.

l{oran (34:371-372) also concluded that, rather than

stres s rng

the most

academic qualifications, personality qual.ities were

significant for a successfu-1. program:

Dependability;
Patience i
Empathy;
Integrity;
Normality.

I
2
1J

4

5

Thus, Moran's guidelines also supported the use of

achievers "

referred to conclusions bY

were not necessari.lY high

Gartner (222L04)

from his 7.910 study that further supported the use

tutors that

Spencer

of tutors

having a varieLy of academ-ic abilj ties:

rn the beginning the professional staff was concerned
over the selection of tutors. They \^/ere in total agree-
ment that tutors should be Juniors and Seniors with a high
academic standing. Experience has changed our minds about
this. The emphasis now is on characteristics such as
dependability,trustworthiness, a cooperati.ve attitude and
a concern for children. In many cases, the pr:ofessional
staff feels t-haÈ t.he less academically talented tutor can
empathize better with the 'tutee experienc--ing diff iculty.

". " tOlne must avoid the potenbial stigmatization of
the program being one of "Smart" ki<ls tutOring "dumb" ones
or only "dumkt" kicls in the program. Therefore, it may
seem useful to recruit youngsters across the full range of
abiJ-ily as both tutors and tutees , if not concentrating on
unclerachieving ones who can be especially benefited and,
perhaps, make a special cont-ribrution....

In summary, Gartner (2221,06) offered the following

conclusions:
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Perhaps the sj-ngle most i.mportant criterion for selec-
tion of the children who will be teaching is gienuine
interest and commitment to sustaj-ned participation.
... tTlo the maximum extent admission should be open; in-
terest, seriousness, and desire should be the key criteria. .

Élowever, AIlen (22238) cautioned that an underachíever's bene-

f its may be outweighed by the tutee' s l.osses:

It j.s conceivable that the type of student who benefits
from bei¡g a tutor--the low-achíever, the child with behav-
ior probl-ems, the unmotivated child--may in fact be the
least benefi-cial type of teacher for the tutee.

Because the empirical evidence described in exísting research

has led to conflicting conclusions, there have been " . . . fev¡

concrete ans\,\ierS--generalizations. . . f rOm exísting research"

(3:367) . However, Al.len (2:238) concluded that ". . .â very

broad range of students may benefit from acting as a tutor. "

In terms of gains for: the Lutee, the relative competence of the

tuL.oring pair was judged to be critical (2:238) z "A clearly

superior differential in abi-1it-y between tutor and tutee should

lead to tutee achievement improvement. " The inclusion of

students, having problems related to underachievement, as tutors

\,vas supported by this emphasis upon the relative superiority of

the tutor's level of competcnce compared to the tutee's, regard-

l-ess of the tutor's ability compared to his peers (3:368) .

Two conclusions offered by Bremmer (9:13) were illus-

trative of these concerns:

The students who benefit most from being tutors are
those who are the farthest behind in their own achieve-
ment. They are also the students who can least afford
wasted time and misguided efforts " A ski1l development
approach will make effective use of the preparation
and training time, and will preempt Lheir frustrations
over lack of knowleclge duríng tutoring sessions i

I
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Should sLudent helpers be selected,/screened for
certain characteristics? This Ís an impossible task--
there is no way to deternine which students will be
good helpers.

So, Bremmer (9:14) concludes that ít is ". . .better to use

greatest need. "

tutor's potent-ially drarnatic gains were supported

Riessman's descrip-(L7 z2B7) as be.ing analogous to

tion of "The Helper-T'herapy Principle:"

... tPlersons who have experieuced a specific problem are
able to help others beset by the same problem, and at the
same time derive great benefits to their own reformed life
style.

Further support for this rationale follows from

Gartner' s (22:l,I) descri.ption of role theory:

... tAln individual playínq a new role, whether it be the
teacher role or the helper role in a therapeutic context,
develops new behav-ior patter:ns related to that ro1e,
acquires new experiences, new feelings, new consciousness

The dynamics and potentialibies of the tutoring experi-

to support the sel-ection/or voluntary participation of

student-s for the tutor rofe from the entire continuum of aca-

2

students ín

The

by Elliott

ence

demic

rather

capabilities. Criteria rel-ated to personality traits

than academic achievement have been reported

salient aspecLs of t-utor characteristics necessary

as the more

for a suc-

cessful program. According to Ga.rtner (22252) z

Traditional notions of teachingr/learning woul-d suggest
that in such a transaction one party gives and the other
receives. We have suggested that this need not be the
case--both tutor and tutee can benefit, and gain as each
from the interaction l¡etween the two. The relationship
is, in a sense, symbiotic.

The 'butor and tutee do not T¡enefit alike--they each
benefit but in different ways. And from the data it.
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appears th¿rt tl-re tutor may benefit in a
vJays, äs a greater number of mechan-isms
tapped by the process of tutoring"

57.

greater number of
appear to be

Directions for program development

The selection of an appropriate location for tutoring

v,/as recommended to reflect an attempt to enhance the teaching-

learni.ng climate. By provi-ding f or privacy in a quiet setting

near the tutee's classroom, where necessary materiaLs are

easily available, confusion can be minimized" 'Ihe space

should be, according to Gartner, êt aI. (222L25) z ".. "A rela-

tively private and quiet place ' and one in which the children

feel- comfortable and do not see as demeaning or second class. "

Gartner, et al. (22295) did nob report any necessity for re-

stricting the tutoring focation to the regular classroom:

ilutoring can take place in a wide variety of settings,
but there should be sone place that the tutor can call his
own and that gives him privacy for the time he is with his
tutee" Furthermore, it is important that there be a place
r,vhere tutors can lock up their materials at the end of a
school- day "

Constant-, direct supervision is not recommended (222L25)

It is probable that where the space is
cr:mpared to a space under the constant eye
of the adul-t teacher, the children, or at
will fee-l that a greater sense of respect
bility is given to him.

private, as
and supervision

least the tutor,
and responsi-

The questj-on

between the tutor's

inconclusive results
(3:371) :

of determining the oPtimal

and tutee's resPective ages

(3:371). Thomas, in L972,

difference

has led to

reported that

... tClollege student tutors
vocabulary acquisition th¿rn

produced greater
sixth graders;

garns r_n

but, there
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were no significant differences in reading comprehension
nor in oral reading performance.

Since the gratle 6 tutors tended to be more direct and tended

to use ""..vj-sual and kines'bhetic modalities" more frequently,

their instructional techniques were more likely to have been

suited to the tutees' learning styles (3:371).

In I973 Linton studied gr:ade displacement effects

between math tutors, from grades 8,10, and L2, and grade B

low-achieving tutees. According to Allen, €t al. (3:371):

". . . the larger grade displacement resulted in better perform-

ance by the tutees. " Linton's results supported gains in two

ways (3:371-) :

I

2

Tutees performed significantly better than
tutored control groupt
Twelfth grade tutors produced sígnificantly
gains in tutees than those taught l:y either
eighth graders 

"

So, Thomas' recommendation for

an un-

better
t.enth or

the use of less age

findings that tutee

díf f erence. I{owever, in

difference was

improvement was

contradicted

related to

by Linton's
greater a9e

etsorting out these conflicts Al1en, a1. (3:371) reported:

".. tllt appears that a greater age difference between tutor
and tutee results in somewhat better tutee performance. On
the other hand, the nature of the interaction may be more
pleasant when the age range between tutor and tutee is
cfoser.

As a guideline, making use of tutors " . . . for children

three years or more thej-r junior:s," according to Lippitt
(262199), has led to significant advantages. As discussed

earlier in this review, the tutors can benefit more in such an

arranqement since they need not- feel threatened by the responsi-
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Oility of teaching someone too near to their own level of

abilitY.
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Without appropriate training, "...older children tend

youngsters because of their o\^/n frustrations at being

(26:I99). Lippitt (262I99) recommended that training

focus on both the tutors and the tutees:

to boss

bossed"

should

1. Training of older helpers should include development
of a sympathetic, caring attitude toward youngers and
skill pract-.ice in how to make them f eel usef ul,
successful, and important;
Youngers need reassurance that everyone needs help;
that it is not dumb to ask for it, or stupid to
receive it.

Hnwever, after having accepted that training is necessary'

there have not been suffici-ent, convincing findings to indi-

cate the specific nature of i-his training. A1len (22243)

referred to concerns about validity and unconvincing results

2

since most stud-ies have focussed on the comparison of trained

few studies were described

tutors to other types of

tutors to untrained ones "

L.hat contpared one type of

trained tutors.

Only a

trained

For example, Allen (22244) described a study by I{oran'

De Girolomo, Hill, and Shute in I974. They had trained tutors

to model appropriate math ski11s " Although the results indi-

cated inprovement, no comparison to untrained tutors was

included. Conclusions have been difficult to draw from previous

research because of inherent problems in isolating independent

variables. For example, Niedermeyer reported in I970 that

trained tutors used more reconmended behaviors such as praising,



and el-icitíng correct responses than did

(32374). But, since the trained tutors

Laqe from the four week training period.,

the control group

had an experrence

the training,
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advan-

ordid

thesimply the additi.onal experience, lead to demonstration of

more recommended behavi.ors?

A1len, €t al. 's (3:375) conclusion viewed the tral.nì-ng

question as a dilemma:

... tAlvailabrle research does not indicate unequl.vocally
that any one particuJ-ar method of training is superior to
any other" Indeed, there are suprisingly l"ittle data
showing that training of tutors, Per sc, has a beneficiai.
effect on tutoring.

Horvever, guidelines for successful training techniques have

been recommencled in a variety of studies, reports, and reviews.

At the junior high level, wher:e tutoring has been viewed as a

developmental experience for adolescents, it has been recom-

mended that the tr:alning should include j-deas relatecl to t-he

psychology of chi.ld and adolescent development (36:234):

By learning about Jean Pj-aget's theory of intellectual
development in thei r seminars. . . adolescents coul-d under-
stand that the young child's intellectual capacity is con-
siderably diffclrent from 'their own.

"Discussions, d.esigned to stimulate role-taki.gr" according to

Paolitto (36 234) , "can heì-p the aclolescent unclerstand the

chi-ld' s way of view-ing the worl d, in order to be a more ef f ec-

tive teacher." Paol.itto concurred with Allen, et al. in con-

cluding that more research was rìecessary, in this case, to

determine whether ".. "a systematic developmental approach. ..

would have a significant effect on various strands of adoles-

cent development" (36:234) .



In accepting that a trainlng program's scope

will vary with the individual program's perspective,

et a1. (22zLL}-111) suggested:

ctrildren "naturally"
teach weIl. Often,
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and style

Gartner,

know how
IN fact,

they
need to

It is eur judgemenb. that the pre-service training of
tutors be short and not overly directive " It should deal
with the question of who goes where, when, and what is
expected of him. For some children this is all- that will
be necessary for them to "give it a try," and they should
be encouraged to do so. Ot-h.ers may want more orientation,
perhaps incl-uding observation of the potential tutee's
classes, role plays of tutoring sessions, and planning with
each other or the teacher of initial sessions.

Given a chance to explore, to discover on their own,
children tutoring will be less l-ike1y to mimic former
teachers.

ft was also recommended that the training take on a develop-

mental, on-going approach; so that, tutors are scheduled

". . . to meet among themselves as well as to meet with the

teachers of the children whom they tutor" (22:LI2) . In this

manner the participants could share suggestions, concerns, and

ideas amongst their colleagues and teachers. The necessity of

a training program was highlighted by the following comment

(22 z l-.I2) z

One cannot assume
to teach or that they
the children mimic the
have had, playing out
boss or control.

worst i-n the teachers whom
upon their pupils their o\dn

that
will

Ilelaragno (32246) favored a more directive approach

in training tutors:

To be effective, tutors mtlst be trained in specific
procedures to follow when they work with a younger student.
When tutors are not equipped with carefully planned proce-
dures, their sel-f-developed efforts often fail and they
experience frustration and defeat. Although the specific
tutoring procedures will vary from one subject to another,
they should be based on the following general principles:
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Tutors must provide opportunities for learners
to practice what they are supposed to learn;
Practice must be frequent;
The learner must get knowledge of results;
Tutoring procedures must include record-keeping.

One of the guidelines suggested by Melaragno (32249) stressed

simplici ty in record keePing:

Records kept by tutors need to be simple. Extensive
'¡riting discourages them. One method is to give each tutor
a "1og" in the form of a calendar, oo wlrich the tutor notes
the things done each day (pages read in a book, workbook
pages completed, speciaJ- worksheets contpleted), and how
well the tutoring session went (very good, ok, not good).

Teachers' record-keeping forms should also be simple
(extensive writing wilt discourage anyone!). If the forms
are too elaborate, they will gather dust" One simple pro-
cedure is to draw a table on which the units in sequence
are shown in columns at the top, with ro\^/s for the names of
the learners. As a learner tnasters a unít, the teacher
marks it. off on the table with a check, a star, or by color-
ing ín the square "

The directive nature of ap¡:roaches like Melaragno's

were disputed by Gartner, et aI. (22:115):

The key factor in this training is for the children to
have a chance to explore, to think j-ssues out, to discover
for themsefves. For it they are overly directed, given
"the answerr" the potential power of the program will become
atrophied "

As tutors become invol.ved in doing their job, helping

to ""..give youngsters having problems in learning a more posi-

tj-ve self-image as they gai-n confidence in their ability to do

their work effectivelY, " al. following tips for tutoring math

shoul-d be involved in a training program (10:11) :

1. Use games to encourage drill;
2. Don''l- assume too much about your student's ability;
3. Use noveL approaches for drilling multiplication tables--

Keep progress charts;
4. Use concrete objects;
5. Devise practical Problems.

Ferv of the studies revierved specified in any great

I
2
3
4
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detail the kinds of materials appropriate for a tutoring

program. The emphasis of most studies remaj-ned on the dynamic

relatlonship of the participants, not on their interactior, titf,

specific learníng materials. Gartner, et al. (22:L26) referred

to the Youth Tutoring Youth program's preference for materials

pr:epared by the tutors so that they could he tailored to the

tutees' needs. Rather than relyj-ng on prepackaged materials,

tutor-prepared activities were recommended. This strategy was

hoped to provide greater flexibility, more opporbunity for

creatívity, and ""..greate:: indepth contact with subject matter

in seeking and preparing materials." Gartner, et al. (22:L26)

offered the following obse::vation:

Perhaps what is needed is a combination of work with
the regular material, use of other existing material, and
materj-al developed by the tutor or the tutor and tutee
toqiether

So,

not

a lack of funds for commercially prepared materials should

handicap a program since (22216):

. . . the tutors are encouraged to develop their own tutoring
techniques, ideas, and games. . . . It is felt that tutor-made
mater-ials are more ef fective than commercial materíaIs,
which should only be used to supplement original ones.

Because virtually no studies exist that compared differ-

ent amounts of time spenb in tutoringo research still has to be

conducted to determine gui-delines for questions Iike (22242):

I

2

Is a longer tutoring session going to lead to more
positive k-¡enefits? If. the tutor and tutee become
bored, then a longer program could lead to negative
effects;
Should tutoring be a supplement or a complete replace-
ment for classroom instruction?

Since the majority of stu<lies "...have compared the
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effecbs of tutoring plus classroom instruction to classroom

instruction alone" (3 2372), these questions refated to the

length and nature of tutoring r:emain open t-o further investi-

gation. However, A1len, et a1. (32372) cited one well-con-

trolled, short-term study by Bausel1, Moody, and ïñaLz1 during

L972 that compared tutoring with classroom instruction while

keeping total instructional time constant. College-age tutors,

workíng on a one-to-one basis with grades 4 and 5 pupils, pro-

duced ". . " significantly greater learning than did group cl-ass-

room instructj..on for an equal period of time" (32372). So,

it was indicated "...that one-Lo-one tutoring is of greater

benefit than an equal amount of instructional time spent in cì

classroom situation" (3:372) 
"

Allen, êt al. (32372) referred t-o only two studies that

investigated whether a one-to-one tutoring match-up would be

more effective than a one-to-many approach. Shaver and lJuhn,

in 1968 and I97I, used adult "tutors with underachieving tutees

from grades 4, 7 , and 10 to compare the one-to-one tutoring

style to a one-to-three approach. It was found in 1968 that

the one-to-one style produce greater gains in reading, although

no significant díffe:rences resulted for wriLitg, for the grade

10 students. There \^/ere no signif icant dif f erences for the

grade 4 and 7 students. However, the superiority of the one*

to-one approach was not sustained (3:372-373) z

. . . tTj hough tutees were significantly superior to controls
on tests given two years following 'bhe end of tutoring, the
earlier difference found for the tenth graders for one-to-
one versus one-to*three tutoring did not per:sist.
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Favorable results were found for al-1 tutored students,

compared to control subjects, in reaching their predicted

readíng and writing potential in all three grades in t96B;

and, they were sustained two years later.

Allen, et al-. (3:373) also reported Klostermanrs I970

study whj-ch supportecl significant tutee benefits regardless of

using a one-to-one approach or a one-to-many style. Once agaì n

college students tutored; the tutees were grade 4 pupil-s.

So, the exist-ing results appeared to support the use

of a single tutor for more than one tutee, if necessary on

OCCASSION.

In offering guidelines for pairing-off the tutors and

tut,ees, Gartner, et al. (222L07) indicated that the program's

perspective may decide the duration of the pairing assignments.

A long-term assignment was recommended for a program that

intended to focus on "...tutor-tutee relationship development"

(222107). However, the pairs could be frequently shifted if

the program intended to focus on content, stressing academic

material rather than i-nterpersonal rel-ationships. l4onitoring

of the tutorial- sessions should ensure that the pairings

"...provide a level of rappo::t sufficienL that the relationship

can devefop" (222107).

Even though a predominance of same-sex pairi-ngs has

been the practice in most studies, accor:ding to Allen, et al.

(3:369) this predominance does not lead to greater academic

gains i I
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. . . the empírical l-iterature holds little support for the
hypothesis that same-sex pair:ings of tutors and tutees
are superior to opposite-sex dyads. But there is also no
support for the opposite contention--mixed sex pairs do
not perform better than same-sex pairs.

Klentschy's 197I study was cited by Allen, et al" in concluding

academicthat same-sex pairings neither inhibit nor enhance

gains.

However, social and emotional feelings toward peers

tvere affected by pairing st::ategies in two studíes. Allen,

et al. cited Fosterrs 1972 st-udy which reported that most of

the grade 5 tutors preferred to work with Lutees of the same

sex (3:369) " But, it was reported by l{oskett in I97I that

(3:369): "...tutoring by opposit-e-sex peers may lead to changes

in prefer:ence for members of the opposite sex: after a period

of cooperative social interaction. . . .

So, since no significant gains were reported for aca-

demic content, then social or emoti.onal., developmental concerns

may be addressed through the assignment of opposite-sex pairs

without f ear of hincler-ing student progress. Stil-1, the general

gui.deline from the liter:ature was recognized by Gartner, et al.

(22:108) to follow an informal. match-up:

,.. tPìerhaps allowing for some self-selection, being atten-
tive to problems of rel-ationsirip and making shifts as nec-
essary".. " tslome rotation may be useful in terms of each
party learni-ng to work with others ancl adjust to different
learning styles "

Program planners should be aware of some common pítfalls

that have been reported in the literature. Concerns abottt suf-

f j-cient time, lack of planning, training, materials, and a
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proper emphasis on a helping tone \¡/ere highlighted. The major

pitfal.t, according to Gartner, et al. (22zLIB) in reference to

the Pocoima program, was a l-ack of time:

The key to making the system work...is time for the
teachers to plan, to meet with other teachers and with
pupils individually....Time was the detrimental factor:

1. Not enough time to talk to tutors;
2. Not enough time to instruct tutorsi
3. Not enough time to prepare for tutors;
4. Not enough time to do a1l thab is required for

the project;
5. Not enough time to speak with sending teachers.
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concern

Related to

that there

this time-to-communicate pitfall, is the

can often be a lack of planning for on-goinq

information-exchanges between teachers involved with the pro-

gram (222L3):

. . . tMl any tutoring or cross-age helping programs have
simply materialized where ever there is a motivated indivi-d-
ual or teacher."..After the original format is established
the students follow the schedu-le and the teachers seem to
lose track of what .really happens between the tutors and
tutees. The sending teachers and receiving teachers some-
times never even meet each other.

Both the receiv.ing and sending teachers have unique

responsibilities. As the receiving teacher takes on the role

of "...manager of learningr" he should become more of a resource

person for bhe tutors and tutees (22:L20) . He should no longer

act as "...the sol-e sorrrce of knowledge" (22:L20) . The inte-

gration of the tutors' teaching experiences with their regiular,

on-going work becomes a responsi-bì-lity of the sending teacher"

If these responsibilities are not provided for in the Lutoring

program wi'L.h time set as j.de for exchanging ideas I concerns, and

plans, then ".".the proqram tends to become too much of a hassle
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and is likely to dwindle" (22zI2I) .

Provision of time to deal with potential pitfalls was

recolnmended by Criscuolo (14:158) : problems \^/ere to be

avoided " . . . through careful planning and a measure of fore-

s-ight. " The following concerns were emphasized (14: l,5B-159) :

1. Training: A short series of straightforward, i.nformal

training sessíons \^/ere recommended in order to reduce

the tutors' possible apprehension concerning any lack

of knowledge relatecl to tutoring techniques and rnate-

ials. An informal- style was recommended to encourage

the tutor to gain more infc¡rmation about tutee charac-

terì-stics, rather th.rn one bhat is so technical that

the tutor becomes overwhelmed;

2. Materials: Receíving classroom teachers often need

encouragement to trust tutors and to share materials

with them. Rather than bombarding the tutor with too

many kÍnds of materials, a small sample of effective

materials that Lhe tutor knows how to use should be

stored in a convenient location;

3. Attitude: A paternalistic, or condescending, approach

by a tutor should be corrected before it offends the

tutee. The power of appropriate and sincer:e praise

should be emphasized;

4. ArtÍculation: Teachers would be less likely to lose

track of their students' progress with the tutors if

the tutors and teachers \^/ere scheduled to regularly



discuss the tutees' learning.

the tutors from decision*making

should involve the tutors in a

whenever possible;

69.

Rather than excluding

tasks, teachers

cooperative manner

5. Tutor inservice: To alleviate the tutors' possible

feelings of isolation, a nLonthl-y group meeting with

the program coordinator was recommended, allowing

tutors an opportunity to share experiences.

The variety of tutoring pi.tfalls to i:,e avoided was

further described by Gartner, €t aI. (22:7I-12) z

It can become a program of reward for t.he "smart" child
and come to be seen by the "dumb" as an imposition, or
children can be "forced" to tutor, or j.t can be a way for
a school to replace paid staff with tutors (as happened to
1-he Lancaster program). Tutors can teach tutees things
that are \,vrong, or teach him in a harmf ul rvay. Teachers,
trained to teach, flây either feel not capable of managing
and supervising a tutoring program or feel threatened by
a successful- tut-or n et both. For success to come about,
for the program to tap the potential for both cognitive
and emotional gain for the child as teacher (as well as
for the child bei.ng taught) , the process invol-ved needs to
be identified and understood.

So, planning with respect to the avoidance of these

common p-itfalts becomes part of the coordinator's role. The

role of the coordinator, according to Lippitt, et al. (28252),

-i-nvolvecl the followinq tasks:

1. Maintenance of a master schedule to organize tutor-

tutee sessions;

2. Provision of "at-the-elbow" help when first tutoring

sessions take place;

3. Facillitation of communication between al-l- persons
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involved.;

4" Arrangement of evaluation procedures.

In addi'bion the coordinator has been expected to act

as a liasion person in determining the logistics of the actual

tutorj-ng experience in relation to selection of participants,

the locations for tutoring to talce place, the learning mate-

rials, and the topics to be studied. The coordinator was also

seen to be responsible for supporti-ng the teachers invol-ved in

the program through the following means (222I22) z

1. Initial orientation: Bncour:age teachers both to

assist in the p-lanning of program details and to have

the program phased in gradually;

2. On-going meetings: Encourage colleaques to share and

cliscuss prob-lems during the program;

3. Tnformal discussions: To monitor concerns Iike

(222723) z

a. Weakness may be perceived in asking for help
(tutorial) i.n theír job;

b. May lose influence with their classes;
c" Colleagues may feel they are passing on their

work to tutorsi
d. The tutor:s may work at cross-purposes to them.

ïn sumlnary then, the coordinator's role should be one

t.hat can be viewed as a supportive service to teachers.

According to Lippitt (26:200) :

Teachers can make or b::eak a cross-age proqram-. -.
In al-l- cases, the role of the teacher is to support growth
rather than maintain control. You become a promoter of
col-l-aboration, eIIr establj-sher of the norms of helpfulness
rather than competition. You delegate responsibitity and
share the f.imelight. rn turn, you get a hiqh level of co-
operation and commitment to learning. The youngers enjoy
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school more because they are more successful. The olders
grow J-n academic achj-evement, gain insights, and learn
service-oriented techniques .

On-going, perj-odic evaluation of the program wclS reC-

Evaluation has toommended to evolve a more effective design.

be conducted to provide feedback for program improvement"

(32:74I). According to Gartner, et al. (22:130):

Within the cognitive area itself there are var-rous
levels of activity and consequently different measures of
achievement.

Achievement tests and school- marks measure one seb of
phenomena, but we would want al-so to assess the degree to
which the child is won to learning, is interested in
learning, becomes more curious and imaginative, and learns
how to l-earn. And if gains in these factors do not reflect
in grades, one must question why not.

An evaluation model coul-d be based on the fol1-owing

aspects (22zI3I):

1. Academic learning can be measured by achievement tests;

2. Self-concept development can be indicated through the

use of the McDanieI Inferred and Self-concept Scale;

3. Social acceptab-ility can be monitored throuç1h obser-

vation of leaclership qualíties;

4. Discipline can be reported on by teachers i

5. Attendance habits can be examined by monitoring records

kept by classroom teachers.

Melaragno (32zI4L) described a simple evaluation model

that had previously proven to be successful in leading toward

progl:am improvement:

t. Est-ablish Objectives and Procedures. . . i
2. Prepare Evaluation Insbruments. Two kinds of instru-

ments are prepared that address achievement of

n
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objectives: those that neasure the achievement of
cognitive, and those that assess participants'
reactions to the program" . ";
Collect and Summarize Data. The various evaluation
j-nstrument s are administered to appropriate people
and collected" The Tutoring Coordinator scores them
and prepares a summary of the data, pointing out
strengths and deficiencies;
Discuss Results and }take Decisions. The Tutoring
Coordinator and participating teachers review the
summarized data. They discuss \^/ays of buildinq on
strengths and overcome deficiencies, Fj.nally,
decisions are made concerning modifications in the
next tutoring cycle" This includes preparing nel.J
instruments to eval-uate the modifications;
Report Results and Decisions. The Tutoring Coordi-
nator reports the results of the evaluation and the
decisions made r:oncerning tutoring to the entire staff
and to parents.

The time span for an end-of-cycle evaluation is
tvro weeks, assuming steps I and 2 are completed prior
to the two-week period. During the first week, steps
3 and 4 are carried out: data are collected, summa-
rized, discussed, and decisions are made. Actions
required by the decisions are conducted the second
weelc, such as preparing new materials and retraining
tutors. Step 5, reporting results and decisions, can
be accompli-shed any time shortly after the two-week
evaluation period. Tutoring does not go on during the
two-week period to provide time for staff members to
successfully conduct the evaluation.

Appropriate attention to evaluatj-on has led to success-

ful- program devel.opment. Over the long term adjustments, based

on feedback, should have eliminated any dysfunctional situa-

tions

The potential value of the tutoring experience that

can accrue to t.he tutor was summed up accurately in the

following description (22293) z

In Project Cl-inic, San Miguel School, Sunnyvale,
Ca1if ornia, seven'th and eigtrth grade underachievers tutor
in the very sl<itl ín which they are deficient. The ration-
afe for the use of this form of tutoring is the assumption
that the tutor wi1.1- react in the following fashion: "I'm

3

4

5
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not so good at this skill, but the teacher seems confr-
dent that I can learn it and she even thinks f can learn
it welt enough to teach it to someone else. If I'm going
to teach it, I'd better learn it extra well-"

For the tutee three aspects of the program experlence

\{ere viewed as important mechanísms leading to improved learn-

Lng (22253:54) :

1" Closeness to tutor becomes a focal point -rather than

the adult teacher;

2. Individualized attention;

3. The tut.or provides a mode] of successf ul learning

behavior that can be imitated.

These factors allowed the method of ins'tr:uction and description

of m¿rterials to be ". . .put in the special idiom of the learner"

(22255) . The potentiat value of this mechanism was hiqh-

lighted by Gartner, et al-. (22254) in the following comment:

Bruner's notion that the "task" of teaching a subject
to a child at any particular age is one of representing
t.he structure of that subject in terms of the child's way
of viewing things. . . .

In terms of benefiting the educational climate of the

(22256) identifj ed several

be in confluence with the
school as a whole, Gartner, et al "

current trends that were viewed tcr

tutor:ing approach:

Decentralizing of teachi-ng;
D j-f f erentiated staf f ing;
Individ.ualization of instruction;
Self-help and human potential movementsi
Need for more teaching resources;
Growing criticism of competitiveness in schools;
Recognltion of the schools' \nraste and inefficiency;
Great new emphasis on participatory processesi
Recognition Lfrat the teacher is not the sole repository

l.
2
3
4
5
6

7
B

9
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related
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such as
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of knowledge;
Demystificátion of the learning process;
f ncreased interest in lt{ontessori methods.

Specifically, benefits for the classroom teacher were

to the expansion of the teacher's traditional role to

an emphasis on the management of learning activities
(28 zI2) z

The use of diagnostic and creative skills for indi-

vidual rather than group learning;

contribute to the education of older2. An opportunity to

J

children;

Direction of the regular, remaining students can be

enhanced by the availability of more time and, possibly,

more energy.

The increased opportunity

viewed as

for i-nformal- instruction and

cooperative effort was another possible benefit to

both the teacher and the school as a whole (22:57) z

Although sure to be a long way from the notion of a
communj-ty of schol-ars of the medieval University of PaL:is,
a school of chj-ldren who are teachers will likely be one
that is less rigid and hierarchical, or, ât least, one in
which rigidity and hierarchy are more like1y to be chal-
lenged.

The benefits for the tutor were related to the follow-

ing cognitive factors (22:59-63):

1. Learning by reviewing" The social- use of knowJ-edge

was seen as an effective means of reinforcinq and

maintaining i.nformation;

2. Learning by reformulation. Presenting the material to

the tutee required organization, preparation, and
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success

l.
)

)
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illustration" As the materj-al- is reformulated, the

tutor may experience new perspectives, deeper under-

standings of the subject's basj-c characteri

Social and emotional benefits. By having been singled

out to act in the important role of tutor, as well as

by having developed greater competence in specific

skill areas, the tuLor was expected to buil-d greater

self-r:especl- and ego strength. "It has generally been

assumed," accorcling to Gartner, et al. (22:65), "that

self-confidence leads to, permits, is enabling toward

cognitive proficiency," It was asserted by Gartner,

et aI" (222)-) that:

...children learn more f::om teaching other child-
ren. From this a major educational strategy
follows: namely, that every child must be given
the opportunity to play the teaching role, krecause
it is through playing t.his role that he may really
learn how to learn.

Five essential ingredients were identified for program

(22294-96) z

A climate of acceptance by the total school community;

A program administrator is required;

Adequate and appropriate space;

Tutoring sessions should last Lti-2 hours per day.

One-to-one, or at most one-to-two tutor to tutee

match-ups should be set- up. Tutors should map out

daily lesson plans and keep a 1og of the day's lessonsi

Materials that are cooperatively prepared, rather than

commercially.
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According to Elliott (77 2290) :

Evidence is mounting in support of the belief that
student tutori-ng is highly effective in achieving the
basic goals of public education, namely, the cognitive,
affective and social development of the child. . . .

The child becomes an active participant in his o\¡/n
learning program and is allowed, âs John Dewey has stated,
"to follow the law of his nature."

A1len, €t a1. (32376-377) car-rtioned that:

Much to the data reported in tutoring studies is
tenuous and it j-s evident that there is a great deal to
be understood about the tutoring process. Given the
present research literature, it is still not possible to
predict with confidence what will make a tutorÍng program
successful.

However, Gartner, et a1. (22:LIB) asserted that a

important characteristics :successful program has three

Careful planning;
Fleavy emphasis upon the special privilege (and inher-
ent prestige) of beíng able to leave the c-Lassroomi
Some monitorj-ng to assure that tutors went to t.heir
appointed sessions.

The favorable nature of the tutor-tutee relationship

was described in the fol-l-owing manner (22zxi):

The direct refationship between the child and the
chitd and the youth makes it easy for the child to recog-
nize that someone cares about his learning and tries to
help him, and the youth can readily see that he is needed
and that his successful efforts are appreci.ated.

This intense one-to-one rel-ationship provided the basis for

interaction in which the tutor took on responsibility for

implementing, under the teacher's guidance, strategies for

teaching the tutee. The cross-age tutoring concept involved

the opportunity of working in areas that may enable the

student to practice and enjoy the things they have learned in

school-. The literature and research available in this area

1
2

J
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itself

programs

Reeves

is a strong reason of several recent

made by Dr . 14,Moore (35:65-66) referred

need for

to comments

in suPPorting the tutorial strategÍes:

Unless alI Iother teaching methods] lead towards
tutorial work, the final and essential stage in education
may never be reached. T'his j-s the process of handling
material for oneself and of bringing together one's
own analysis, reflection, judgement in a form which is
really a creation of individual thought. No one will
dJ-spute that this -is the crown of the educational process.

The tutorial approach may be viewed then, AS

for

an

effective means

students.

to provide necessary experiences our
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Chapter III

PROGRAI4 DESCRIP'ITON

A Comprehensive view of the Math TAP has been based

on the following aspects: design of program; orientation;

schedule; location for instruction; materials; supervision;

and evaluation model. In order to base the program's design

ef f ectively, paolittor s (36 : 13 ) ideatogies will be extended to

take into account the presence of interfering factors. This

structure will then be reflected in the eval-uation model for

the program.

Design of Program

The programr s design followed the one-Lo-one tutoring

model with grade 9 tutors working with grade 7 and grade B

underachíevers and,/or l-ow-achieving tutees. The grade 9 tutors

volunteered for participation in the l{ath TAP; so, under-

achieving tutors, along with high-achieving ones, were involved

in the tutoring exPerience.

In considering the planning of the theoretical

structure for the Math TAP ' s rationale reference was made to

the confluence that Paolitto's (36:t3) idealogies combined to

form. The traditions of the cultural transmission model with

its focus on academic subject, matter: Iearning combined with

the group dynamics of the romanticism idealogy can be viewed

aS impinging forces upon the pr:ogressivism model - The charac-

teristics of the situatj-on at Chíef Peguis led to an extension

78.
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of this model. The addition of a further dimension was ln-

tended to take into account the existence of interfering or

blocking filters.

After considering limitations related to time,

resources, and expertise available i.t may be seen that the

interference due to inhibiting or filters such as student- atti*

tucle, ability level, cooperation, commitment-, timi ts on diag-

nostj-c and prescriptive accuracy may rerluce the potential

af fect of the progressi.ve tut.oring experience. It may be real-

istic to set the framework for the tutoring program so that

practical considerations are recogni-zed without naive aspira-

tions for a complete self-actualizahion experience for the

participants.

A model of realism was cons-idered to be a natural

additj-on to Paolitto's idealogies in order to describe the

clesign of thís program's theoretical fi:amev¡ork. This realistic

model was conceptualized to fit the needs and limitations of

the b.utoring situation. This model of realism for tutoring

wor:ld have the following schematic portrayal:

Cultural Transmission Romanticism
Academic learning Interaction dynamics

Fi lters

Proqressivism
Personal development

Realism
Net

qrowth
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The idealogy of realism with respect to the l4ath TAP

makes a demonstrable attempt to individualize instruction in

response to special individual needs of both tutor and tutee.

By isolaLing the extreme underachiever, a more orclerly learn-

ing climate for the remaining Ìreterogeneous class may be

fostered. The tutor-tutee isolation may maximize the partici-

pant's perception of the significance of the learning task at

hand; in turn, this perception may maximize the possibility of

attaini-ng a serious and interested academic attitude. The

realistic model- would recognize the necessity of assigning

mutually rewarding match-ups of tutors and tutees "

This program's design was further influenced by the

following factors:

1. A number of students at the grades 7, B, and 9 levels were

unable to cope with regular math class instruction;

2. Through a search of the student information fil-es as well

as the observations of current teachers, it is possibJ-e to

identify l-earners that may benefit from the Math TAP

learning style;

3. A qualified teacher has been allocated for resource teach-

ing to work primarily with students experiencing severe

difficulty in reading and secondarily as a "crisis" teacher

to d.eal with and support other studen'ts with learning

problems;

4. With a school population of approximately 750 students one

resource teacher may e.xperience difficulty in finding time
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5

and/or the necessary bacl<ground experience to deal effec-

tively with those students needing special assistance to

do math;

The cross-age tutoring model has been chosen to allow

sel-ected and/or volunteer grade 9 tutors to work with

selected grade 7 and grade B students experiencing diffi-

culty with math

The school year is divided into trimesters of approximately

10 six day cycles each. The Math TAP commenced on week 4

of the first trimester. At the qrade 7 level students

requiring extra math help were determined by checking the

student information files for CTBS, Otis (short form) I.Q.,

previous grades, and by special recommendations from grade

six teachers and current teachers. Grade eight beachers

were able to verify bhrough a similar process whether or

not any of their students coul-d benef it f rom the }{ath TAP.

The grade 9 teaching teams \^/ere asked to identify tutor

candiclates that they felt would benefit from the tutoring

role as well as to solicit volunteers so that both hiqh-

achieving as well as underachievers were made available

for tutoring;

The objectives of this program included the anti-cipation

of the following benefits for the program's participants:

i) Tutees achievement, attitude toward school, self-

concept may be enhancedi

ii) Tutors experience in a responsibl.e role, in contact

6

7
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\^/ith learning materials, strategies, and principles,

in interaction with a younger adolescent may affect

their achievemenb and attitudes positively;
,lt

iii) Teachers involved may benefit from the experience of

being a manager of learning experiencesi as well as

from the greater conrmunication amongst staff in

related areas;

B. fVorking within the school organization of Chief Peguis

provided certain flexib,ilit.y for the program as well as

some constraints.

The students involved in the Math TAP were selected

on the basis of their lack of skill in the arithmetic and

mathematj-cs at the grade 7 and B levels. During regular

class situations, these students were qenerally unable to cope

with the pace of lesson presentations and/or the scope of

topics. In the search of their student information files j t

v¡as found that most of these students v/ere receiving resource

heJ-p for language arts in grades 4,5, and 6. The need for

special help appeared to be most acute at the grade 7 and B

levels. The grade 9 teachers felt- that the nature of the

grade 9 program and the a-l.ter:n¿rtives at grade l0 allowed them

to program for thei.r students in regr.rlar c;Iass situaLions.

However, the concensus was that some grade 9 students could

bene.Eit from the tubor experience"

Orientat-i-on

The l97B to 1979 l(ath TAP started off with an initial



meeting of the math department teachers.

followed for a tutor orientation meeting

tation.

fn September an orientation meeting was scheduled for

the math department teachers to discuss special-needs students

and program alternatives. The meeting was structured so as to

determine recognition of this problem first" Once awareness

of this special-needs problem had been established and defined,

program alternatives were examined and evaluated. Through this

process, consensus was arrived at: a Math TAP was to l:e acti-

vated to provide a support service. Commitment to fulfilling

the roles of sencling and receiving teachers was discussed

along with the responsibilities of the resource teacher and

coordj-nator. A discussion was then directed toward planning

for the expected roles and responsíbilities of participants

through a review of information related to "Team Building and

Staff Training l{aterials" (29:37-39) .

The sending teachers were expected to monitor tutor

participation in the program. This monitoring was described

as involving special instruction and individualized attention

so thab the tutors regular class progress would not suffer due

to their tutoríng particì-pation on a once-a-cycle basis from

their regular math cLass schedule.

Selection of tutor:s was another task that the sending

teachers were instrumental in accomplishing. The grade 9

teachers aided in the screening of volunteers in order to

Subsequently,

and then tutee

83.

plans

orien-
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refl-ect an effective blend of the following characteristics:

I. Student interest: enthusiasm;

2" Maturity and dependabil-ity (including the perception of the

potential of developir-rg these characterist-ics) ;

3. Spec.ial abilities: a willingness to be actively involved

with younger students j-n the learning process.

Recommendations were forwarded to the resource teacher

along with a timetable form that indicatecl the names of tutor

volunteers available for specj-fic classes "

The sending teachers were also expected to share in

the moni.toring and eva.luation of the tutoring experience's

significance for the tutors. Through their observation of

tutors' performance and a.ttitudes in their regular classes,

these teachers could share any insights rel.ated to changes in

achievement test Scores, participation in cfass discussions,

study habits, and attendance patterns.

Because of their knowledge related to the character-

istics of these tutoring volunteers, it was possible for the

sending teachers to select and design a tutoring experience

to meet educational pur:poses for specific grade 9 volunteers.

Also through this knowledqe. sending teachers offered direc-

tion for matching tutors and tutees.

l-uthermore, the sending teachers \¡/ere invited to col--

laborate with the receì.ving teachers, resource, and coordi-

nating teacher in making decisions about program design: fre-

quency of tutorials, clurati-on of sessions, locations for
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tutoring, and materials that could be appropriate '

The receiving teachers were to be responsible for the

diagnosis of areas requiring attention for younger students

that they selected for participation in the Math TAP. They

r^/ere asked to establish goals and con'Lent scope and range

guidelines. Teacher-made achievement tests were also to be

suppl.-ied by the receivi-ng teacher. rlo\.^/ever, the concensus was

that the resoLtrce teacher shoul.d cletermine the appropriateness

of materials and tesLs so that they could be individualized

as necessary" In addition an attempt would be made to allow

bhe st-yle of test administration to be suited to the individ-

ual tutee.

Through consultation v¡ith l-he resource teacher, the

receiving teacher was often helpful in describing the tutees'

characteristics so that a successful match could be made with

an appropriate tutor.

Because all of the academÍc teachers spent two classes

per cycle supervising in the resource room, they \i'lere encour-

aged to make arrangements wj.th individual tutors to organi-ze

and select from the materials available in the resource area,

their classroomn or dir:ect the tutor in the construction of

original ones.

The receiving teachers were also expected to monitor

the reaction of non-participating classmates of tutees so

that the helping activities coul d be explained as necessary

without making a spectacle of those individuals receiving
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tutorial assistance. The approach was taken that the special

privilege of working with an older student had been earned by

the tutees through their good efforts in regular classes '

Since the chronic-type of discipline, behavior-problem student

would not qualify for this program as a tutee, this approach

vras succeSsful in maintaining tutee-"Classroom" respect'

The resource teacher set out to take responsibifity

for the daily operation of the program. FIe had to become

familiar with the materials availab]e both from the classroom

teachers and from the resource "stockpile." I{is evaluation

of indivÍdual needs also led to further resource budget expend-

itures for appropriate learning packages. since tutoring vras

to be supervised and evaluated by the resource teacher, in

coll-aboration with the recei.ving and sending teachers, the

selection of specífic materials, and their construction came

under the resource teacher's direction. The supervisory re-

sponsibilities fe11 naturally to bhe resource teacher as

sessions vrere scheduled under his direction generally. I-lowever,

in instances where the tutoring Look place in a classroom

teacher's regular class the receivinq teacher took over for him'

The resource teacher also participated in the pLanning

and directing of orientation activities and policy-making in

collaboration once again with the coordinator. A furthrer coI-

l-aboration function was related to maintaining communication

and f eedback for sending and receiv.inq teacirers. It was the

math department's conserlsus that bhe resource teacher should
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take on the responsibility for grading tutee progress for

report card purposes in collaboration h/ith the receiving

teacher. Program evaluation was also to be a responsibility

of the resource teacher. Tutor pa::ticipation in the program

was to be recognized by the counsellor's certificate of appre-

ciation (appendix:i) and by the resource teacher's Tutor

Letter of Commendation (appendix:-ii) to be included with the

tutor's report card after parti.cipating successfully,

It was the coordinator's role to focus on the design

and mechanícs of scheduling, selectÍng locations for tutorials,

tracking the matching of tutors-tutees, organi ztng the learn-

ing materials available, and maj-ntaining communication for all

participants. It was agreed that tlre resource and coordinating

teachers would make the necessary arrangements concerning:

I. Where the tutoring ',vas to take place;

2. When it. was to occur and fot how long;

3. Tutoring procedures ancl objectives;

4. I{aterials for the tutorial program;

5. Select-ion and matching of tutors and tuteesi

6. Periodic revíew of the program's success.

In summary then subsequent to the sLaff oríent-ation

meeting the resource and coordinatinq teachers finalized a

brief program description to provide clarification for the

participants (appendix:iii) . The li{ath TAP Plan called for

specific procedures dealing with the foltowing elements:

1. Program design for selection and diagnosis;
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2. Orientation f or tutors and tu.Lees;

3. Scheduling procedures;

4. Locations for instr:uc'tion;

S. Materials: prescription ancl orqan j-zation 
¡

6. supervision;

7 . Evaluation.

An orientation meeting for tutors was then organized

and supervised by the cooperating and resource teachers. The

importance of the math TAP as a support service was high-

lighted from the.outset through an expression of appreciation

for the help offered by the tutor volunteers. Because of the

need for consistent mocleling of desirabl-e behavior and work

hal¡its, tutors were asked to judge their ability to handl.e

the responsibilit-ies car:efully. Commitment was call-ed for so

that unnecessary disruption in the tutoring program could be

minimi zed .

A successful tutor citation was to be recorded on the

school reports to give the partícipants some feedback and

reward for their efforts in an official way.

Thís meeting was also taken as a.n opportunity to out-

tine what successful tutoring was expected to involve. Spe-

cific information related to an explanation of the scheduling

procedure, tutoring locations, and tutee assignment- concerns

was pi:ovided in the latter part of this orientation session.

The orientat-ion session concluded with a general review of

the curriculum related to top-tc areas to k¡e tutorecl.
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In dealing with the question of what successful

tutoring was supposed to involve, special emphasis was made

concerning the significance of specific praise to reinforce

productive student performance. It was fel-t that by using a

"brainstormi-ng" approach, the tutors might have a better oppor-

tuníty to embrace the specific theme of thi.s proqram; that is,

their "brainstorming" efforts gâve them a more direct involve-

ment as they suggested and organized ideas for th-is discussion

of tips for tutors. Then a comparison to the teacher-prepared

model- for successful tutoring could be engaged in a meaningful

\úay.

This teacher-prepared model focused on four

diagnosis; demonstrat-ion; evaluation; and practice.

key aspects:

The basic

responsibilities of the Lutor were illustrated through a des-

criptì on of these key elements "

Diagnosis by the receiving teacher was expected to

identify the content area for -lessons an<l the related crite-

rion-referenced test items suited to the tutee's problem areas.

Each tutoring session was intended to ,involve the tutee's

deveJ-opment of understanding r:elated to concepLs and processes

in which the tutee was found to be weak.

The demonstration element of this modef involved the

tutor's study of the learning materials available for the

content area identified, preparation of a teaching plan for

the lesson, and organ.-ization of the materials to be used. It

was brought to the tutor's attention that several modes of
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ill.ustration \,vere appropriate for math instruction--jncluding

diagrams, numberlines, flow charts, concrete materials, pic-

tures, and lastly verbal r:easoning. The tutor, then, was

expected to assign the related tasks, to observe the tutee's

attempt to solve, and to reinforce his memory of the task by

requesting a verbal explanation when appropriate. However,

the verbal explanation was not to be over-emphasized. I{astery

\^/as to be recog'nized at the written demonstration l-evel. Ar-

ticulation of the actual process, style of problem-solving , oT

computational procedure could overburden t-he tutee "

The evaluation aspect of the successful tutorrs res-

ponsibilities was deflned as the continuous adaptation to the

]earner's performance of the task at hand. A questioning

approach was encouraged, timing the requests for answers to

a-llow f or variable response rates " Each session would focus

on one concept-rel-ated task. The tubor started by focusing

the tutee's attention. To aid in gaining the tutee's atten*

b.ion initially, each session was recommended to start by

Iogging in the completion of previous homework, the evaluation

rating of the previous session; and then, a brief preview of

the current lesson was initiated by logging in the particulars

for the current lesson as well as the lesson idea ( the concept

to be studied). To facilitate this "settling down" activity

a simple form for logging in each session was displayed

(appendix:viii) and was included in the discussion of tutor

responsibil-ities. The lesson idea, materials used, textbook
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references, and home\^/ork \¡/ere all logged in by the tutee

under the tutor's direction. This initial focusing of the

tutee's attention \^/as also intended to provide a.n immediate

experience of success as the form was completed. Lesson plans

\,^/ere to be indicated along with a simple record of tutee accom-

plishments, including the evaluation of each session.

rn describing the evaluation procedure a discussion

of general characteristics of the typical tutee centered on

needs for j-ndividual attention, frequent praise, shorter

duration of assignment and/or practice time, and respectful

helping rather than bossing or belittling.

An attempt was also made t-o have the tutors become

aware of the factors that could be emphasized with the tutees

that might lead. to learning how to learn. Rephrasing explan-

ations as necessary \^/as also encouraged, Finally, prompting

was recommencled to encourage a reasonable J-earning pace. The

tutor was reminded that adopting a fresh approach whenever

necessary would be more sensible than contj-nuinq with a strat-

egy that was failing. Rather than maintaini-ng a focus on

content, the value of attai.ning skill and insight in leai:ning

aboub the process of how to learn was stressed" Tutors were

instructed to emphasize discussions related to effective study

habits, effective organj-zation for wríting tests, where and how

to find informaLion, the need for effective communication, and

the iclea of expecting success i-ry taking advantage of its deter-

mining factors. Good use of männers and attention to appear-
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ance of work \',/ere to be hi.ghlighted as means of reflecting

pride in the tutee's accomplishments -

Finatly, related questions for practice \^/ere assigned

as homework to consolidate the day's learning by allowing for

appropriate overlearning of the specific concept or process.

The tutee was verbally praised by the tutor for his accomplish-

ment related to the current lesson as the evaluation form was

togged in L.o indicate successful concept attainment. When the

follow-up, or homework assignment, \^/as subseguently loqged in,

another opportunity for praise was brought to bear on the tutee '

Since the intrinsic motivation of the successful completion of

homework tasks has often eluded these underachievers, or low-

achievers, this increased opportunity of experiencing success,

even if it is simply the success of logging in the evaluation

form, can for:m the basj-s for increasing tutee motivation, or

perception of a possibility for success. The rating-scale

chosen for the letter qrade evaluation was defined to enhance

the chances of t-utees receiving desirable grades'

If the tutee demonst.rated too much difficulty in the

homework performance as it was corrected and discussed during

the subsequent session, the tutor was expected to spend more

time in demonstrating the concept or process involved as weI]

as logging in the concern for further review later, before

testing, in a spiral-approach manner.

Tutors were again advised to consult with the resource

teacher, the receiving teaclier, oÏ the program coordinator as
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much as necessary to deal with organizaLional concerns, to

master lesson content, or to deal with tutee responses. A

l{onday morning tutor meeting tj-rne was established so that

coñununication between tutors as \'üell- as between the tutors

and coordinator could be fostered" The tutor orientation

session conctuded \,rith the l:eminder that follow-up sessions

for specific concerns would be scheduled when necessary with

individual tutors to deal \¡/ith any in-depth concerns - Sum-

maries of Tutor Tasks (appendix:viii) and Tutor Tips

(appendix: ix) were distribut.ed to the tutors to review and

reinforce the orientation discussion.

Both tutors and tutees were reminded that the pairing-

off arlîangement was intended to be a flexible one. Although

a consistent role model was highly valued in the programrs

design, unsuccessful relationships were not to be ignored.

For example, it would not be wise to continue a relationship

if the tutor's abilities \¡/ere outstripped by a very quick-

learning tutee. So, it was indicated in the orientation

sessions that shifts in pairing may be necessary-

The orientation plan for tutees was intended to build

up their self-esteem. It was felt that by enhancing their

self-concepts, there was greater tiketihood of the tutees

being motivated to take pride in their work as well as to make

a determined, full effort toward their learning tasks. So,

rather than focusing on any discussion of previous problems,

a forward-looking, positive approach was attempted. Emphasis
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t^ias placed on the special privilege of being trusted to work

more independently outside of the regular classroom setting.

The chance to learn from an older student was also portrayed

as a special opportunity.

To minimize the possibility of tutees feeling embar-

rassed by the need for special help, the orientation was

carried out in an informal one-to-one manner as the coordi-

nator or resource teacher introduced the tutors to tutees

when their schedule began.

To initj.ate the tutorial rel-ationship the tutor was

instructed to start with an introductory interviev¿. A brief

discussion was usually centered on the tutee's interests and

hobbies, his usual home routine , or other family members. rt

ltTas intended that this style of concerned interest would lead

to the establishment of some feelings of rapport. Especially

if the interview identified some common characteristics or

interests " It was also intended that this interview rvould

facilitate the tutee's adaptation to the helping relationship.

So, it was in this manner that orientation was carried

out for the participatíng teachers, tutors, and tutees.

Schedule

Math TAP sessions \ivere timetabled on an individtlal

basís for qrade 7 and B students. During trimester T, a six

week tutorial took place. All students spent the first 4

cycles with their regular classes to allow teachers to assess

and organize according to student abilities. During cycles 5
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through 10 the s.tudents in the math TAP worked on the regular

program at a reduced pace in four of their six math classes

and received two tutorial sessions each cycle to work on

supplementary exercises to reinforce skills. In order not to

dísrupt their progress in other courses the tutorials took

place during regular math time Slots. In these sessions rein-

forcement activities v/ere carried out for skills related to

basic facts, whole number calculation, principles, and appli-

cations to problem solving.

In the second trimester the students worked in regular

class situations through the topics related Lo rational number

calculation and proper:ties for 3 cycles, then the math TAP

continued for the next six cycles on a twice a cycle basis.

Again students were evaluated and recommended for inclusion j-n

the program during the first three weeks of trimester IT.

During this trimester the tutees received all 6 regular math

classes each cycl-e; and, they spent 2 tutorial classes per

week out of their science or social studies class for the math

TAP. A new set of grade 9 tutors spent this trimester working

with the tutees from grades 7 and B "

In the last trimester the tutees worked in regular

class situations for the first 4 cycles. The math TAP took

place during the next 4 cycles and the students returned to

the regular classes for the last 2 cycles. The sessions again

took place twice a cycle. The math TAP students worked in

class on a modified program for four classes and spent- two
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classes in the math TAP. In this part of the year some

students were able to extend the,ir studies to include per

cent, integers, equations, and related problem solving while

others continued v¡ith lessons related to the trimester I and

II topics until they could move ahead"

fn this manner the scheduling was organized in an

attempt to enhance anri support the tutees' math skill devel-

opment lvhile mínimizing disruptions to other programs.

Location for Instructi-on

The tutorial sessions v/ere conducted j-n a variety of

settings related to a combination of concerns including:

special needs of the tutee; availability of workJ-ngi Space in

the resource room, in the reCeiving teacher's classroom, or an

adjacent study area.

The primary location for tutorial instruction was the

resource room. The ready access to supplementary materials,

combined with appropriate facilities and supervision, made

this area the most favo::ed. This preference enabled the

resource and./or a supervising teacher to provide direct super-

vision while acting j-n an advisory capacity whenever tutors

encountered. problems. The receiving teacher's regular class

was recogni-zed as most benefj-cial when the classroom pace of

instruction was appr:opriate to the tutee' s learn-ing styIe.

fn many cases the nature of one*to-one tutoring was better

suited to the rel-ative privacy of an adjacent study area under

the indirect supervision of the receiving teacher who was
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available \¡/hen neces.sary.

This variety of locations \¡/as viewed

influence on the math TAP to the degree that

particular tutee's learning style "

AS

ir
a positive

suited the

l[ateri-a1s

After considering the characteristics and needs of

the tutees, a three stage effort was mounted early in tri-

mester I to search for, to organize, and to select mal-erials

around which learníng activities could be centered.

These were collected in the resource room; so that

they would be readily available to the tutors and resource

teacher. A file was established, based on Lhe I974 Basic

Þlathematics curriculum guide, to facilitate the coordination

of worksheets and references from various sources. The

resource room became the focal point for collecting and se-

lectíng from regular textbook Sources, teacher-made assign-

ments, coinmercially-prepared workbooks, filmstrips, films,

games, and learning kits.

To facilitate the development of both understanding

of the concept to be taught a.nd a greater degr:ee of individu-

alization, tutors vrere encouraged to prepare their own learn-

ing materials whenever possible. The textbook , ot practice

sheets vtere to be used more a.s guidelines rather than as the

basis for learning activities. Since the tutees had already

demonstrated frustration and feelings of failure during their

past experience, it was recommended that a fresh, individually
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styled approach had greater potential. Tutors were encour-

aged to discuss and plan the development of materials with

the resource teacher as well as with the receiving teacher.

A lj_st of special materials that lvere considered

effective was compiled for referral when necessary (appendix:x).

A continuing, on-going construction, selection, and evaluation

of materials was undertaken to provide suital¡Ie structure for

learning activities.

Supervrsron

As indicated previously, tutorial sessions were super-

vised in either a direct manner by the resource and/or super-

vising teacher when Space was available in the resource room'

or indirectly by cooperating teachers when tutoring was

carried on in a receiving teacher's classroom, or adjacent

study area.

Whenever possible the receiving teacher was encouraged

to supervise tutorihg work in the classroorn setting if space

in the resource room was not availabl-e, oT not appropriate-

Otherwise, the receiving teacher took on responsibility for

the indirect supervision of the tutoring session in an adja-

cent study area " Tuto::s v/ere instructed to return to the

resource area whenever any special concern required direct

supervision or advice.

The tutor v¡as given primary responsibility for moni-

toring the tutee's progress, in both an academic sense as well

as an emoti-onal one. Part of the resource and cooperating
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teachers' responsibillties involved checking the tutor logs

to see that this monitoring was carried out by the tutors.

Tutors \Â/ere encouraged to avoid any tendency toward "bossing"

an uncooperative tutee. Dj-scipline problems were to be dealt

with through referral to the supervising teacher.

Once again, the intention was to match the supervision

style to the tutee t s learning style. When a tutee appeared

too reluctant or embarrassed by tutorial help in the classroom,

or símpty too excitable to allow the rest of the class to

concentrate, it was appropriate Lo work in an adjacent study

area in relative prívacy. Tn Some cases the tutee was too shy

to be singled out in this way; and, he worked better in the

supportive climate of the resource room.

In each case supervision played a vital role in moni-

toring the characteristics and style of the tutoring experience.

Evaluati-on ModeI

Rather than setting out a "model" for evaluation, the

intention here was to indicate a set of procedures that was

recognized to provide reasonable feedback for diagnosing needs

and developing and impJ-ementing prescriptive actions that were

aimed to improve the math TAP. The proposals here are pre-

dominantly criterion-referenced procedures in contrast to

concerns related to this group's performance on such n6rm-

referenced measures as those used for the CTBS. Rather than

focusing on a continuum measure intended to describe one group's

relative position, a combination of evaluation procedures was
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decided upon to reflect the decision that the evaluation of

the math TAP was to be useful in helping the school to make

significant progress in the special directions related to the

needs of these students. The following evaluation technique

v/as derived from recommendations found in a comprehensive

description of models for evaluating school programs (45:L6-31).

In order to effectively monitor this program's impact

in terms of the students' performance and effectively plan for

its improvement the following procedures l^/ere emphasi zed.z

1. Diagnosis of the needs and characteristics of the

students;

2. Agreements on prescriptive actions welre arrivecl

at through concensus and consul-tation with partici-

pating teachers i

3. The actions selected for implementation were then

monitored;

4. The resultant evaluations were then used for

further diagnostic procedures with a continuous

program of prescriptive actions, implementations u

and further evaluation "

Tn this manner the pl:ogram eval.uatiorr lüas set out to

be a dynamic process that produced program changes and adjust-

ments. An attempt was made to plot our progress , ot lack of

it, towards the goals that were identif.ied for the math TAP

(appendix:xi).

The evaluation procedures rel.ied upon for t-he purposes
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of this Program were;

I. Analysis of understanding and commitment to attaining

the stated goals;

2. Collection of criterion-referenced data in relation to

goals in the form of student logs;

3. Descriptions of progress toward the desired program model;

4. Analysis of program consequences for students, cooperating

teachers, and the supervisory teachers.

In turn the evaluation focus concentrated on each

group of participants: tutors; tutees; cooperating teachers;

and supervisory teachers

Eval.uation of the Lutor included bhe monitoring of

concerns related to mechanics, attitudes, and teaching abíIit'y

through the following Procedures:

1. Log book maintained by the tutor (appendix:vii);

2. Ilvaluation form completed by receiving teacher and/or

resource or coordinating teacher (appendix:xii) ;

3. Verbal reports by sending and receiving teachers to

resource or coordinating teacher:;

4. Evaluation through observation by resource teacher;

5. Evaluation by tutee (appendix:xiii) "

The tut<¡rr s 10g maint.ained a daily record of instruc-

tional procedures, materials, and experiences. The tutorIs

commitment to the progfam was reflected by both the amount

of detail given in this log and by the degree of regular

attention to maintain it" The log was the primary indicator
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of tutee progress and needs. Through the monj-torinq of threse

reports, the resource teacher and/or coordinator were able to

base their judge.ments relaLed to program chang¡es-

The evafuation form completed b,y bhe receiving

teacher became part of the tutor's progress report. This

rating form was to be completed and returned to the resoul:ce

teacher within one week of the completion of the tutorial-

term. Sending teachers were also asked to relate any obser-

vations concerning concurrent improvements, oI lack of improve-

ment, in tutor's self-concept, relations with ot-hers, commit-

ment to homework, and general interest in their regular classes

during the tutoring term. In addition verÌ:ral reporting was

solicited h,y the resource ancl/or coordinating teachers on a

regular basis throughout each tutoring term.

The resource teache:: afso directly observed tutorial

sessions periodicatly to exchange information and to evaluate

student progress. These obse::vations \¡lere considered in

ref erence to t,he stated program goa1s.

Each of the tutees was encouraged to complete a tutor

evaluation form to provide insight into their reactions and

judgements relaLive to the tutor's efforts. These reports

allowed the tutees t.o express their opinions in an organized

manner. By worlcing through this evaluation form, they gained

some satisfaction to the degree t.hat they perceived the tutor's

help to be successful.

Based on these evaluation procedures, decisions were
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made concerning the attainment of program goals and objec-

'tives in relation to bhe tutor.

The evaluation program for the tutee called for moni-

toring of cognitive and affective changes. Since the math TAP

was designed to support aff<-:ctive development th:r:ough the

process of tutoring wtrich focused on cognitive ski.lls ' suc-

cessful affective development was perceivecl to be a significant

outcome of the program. This factor was especial.Iy relatecl to

situations where the tutee's Iearning characteristics and

potential-s would lead to l-ittle change -in cogni-tive ski11

development.

So, the evaluation of'tutee progress rel-ated to cogni-.

tive skills was monitored in terms of the required learning

sequences t-o be attained during the tutoring schedule.

Evaluation was then i-ntended to refl-ect what each child

achieved in comparison to the requÍ-red sequence of coneepts

and skitls. Tn addition ít was also intended Lo reflect

changes in attitude, interest, and behavior with appropriate

emphasis depending on inclivitluat cases. So, stuclent evalu-

ation set out to reflect atl of the following aspects of the

participant's progiress :

1. Concepts mastered; that -is;, academj-c leai:ning; progress

to date as compared to objectives set out; achievement

level appropriate to grade placement;

2" Self-concept development toward an appropriate level;

3. Sense of disciptine-*social acceptability in terms of
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attitudes;

4. Commitment to program gçals; effective use of time spent

in tutorial sessions; attendance pattern.

Procedures for measuring and collecting information

related to these four areas involved the follorving:

1. Di-agnosis and evaluation of the tutee's skills-needs was

effected through a combination of teacher-made ancl commer-

cially-prepared tests. For this purpose the sRA Basic

Skills Forms A & B and the Shaw-Heile:Computation Test

were made available to be administered by the receiving

anð"/or resource teachers. Teacher-made tests were rel-ied

upon to monitor student progress durinq the tutorin-q term.

The Tutee Math TAP Progress Report form was developed to

track the progress made on tests and exercises (appendix:

xiv)

2. Affective gains were monitored through the use of the

Affect-ive Tutee Evaluation Form based on a rating scale

recommended by Lippitt (appendix:xv). sending teachers

were asked to rate the tutors while the tutors and/or

resource teacher rated tutees. By comparing pre- and post-

tutoring ratings, âfl evaluation of student progress was

carried out. Anecdotal reports were added to this rating

to provide a more detailed description of behavior.

3. Sending and receiving teachers v/ere expected to monj-tor

improvement, or l.ack of improvement, r:elated to attitude

toward peers and sel-f-discipline. In addition the Dutton
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Mathematics Attitude ScaIe was recommended to allow

tutors and tutees an opportun-i-ty to express their atti-

tude toward mathemat-ics (appendix:xvi) .

4. Commitment to program goals was evaluated through the Log

reports índicating academic progress; and, attendance \^/as

checked for consistency.

In this manner hhe tutee's prîogress was monitored and

evaluated. Whenever necessary, adjustments and changes were

arranged. At the conclusion of the tutoring term the resource

teacher consulted v/ith the receiving teacher to arrive at a

suitable report card grade.

The teacher's evaluation of program success was based

on group discussion and concensus. An eval.uation form

(appendix;xvii) was circulated to hightight strengths and

weaknesses so that future plans could be designed appropri-

ately. The resource 'teacher, guidance counsellor, and prin-

cipal were primary particip¿rnbs in this aspect of the evalu-

ation model.

Thus, the eval.uation morfeJ- was designed in the mode

of a cliagnosis, prescription, implementation, re-evaluation

cycle for al1 parL.iciPanLs.
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SU}4MARY

The program's evaluatic¡n was designed to rely on an

on-going process of monitoring gains for tutors and tutees.

These gains, in turn, were perceived to reflect that the math

TAP was effective in supporting student efforts and needs.

The success of the program vüas perceived to the degree to

whích the stated goals and objectives \^/ere futfilled (appendix:

xi).

Results

fmprovements were reported in terms of cognitive gains

for individual students based on teacher-made, achievement

tests ancl general school grades. Since an experimental design

was not j-ncluded in this program's evaluation, the subjective,

anecdotal reporting of participating teachers and tutors was

relied upon to indicate strengths and weaknesses. These

reports indicated that the tutoring experience \''üas a favorable

one in terms of providing support and motívation to students

involved in the program. There v/ere 1.4 tutees that partici-

pated -in all. three terms while terms II and IrI operated with

totals of 16 and 27 tutees respectively. The three terms

employed f-7 , 50, and 52 students in the role of tutor - The

growth in the number of participants referred to resource for

i.ncfusion j-n bhe program v/as t-aken as a further affirmation of

the program's success as a support service. As a sample of

106.
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student response to the tutoring experience, a review of

tutor evaluations based on daily .log reports (appendix:vii)

was undertaken with the following results: out of the 68

sessions monitored hry tutors 30 had been evaluated as A, 24 as

B, t0 as C , 3 as D, and l- as E. This sampì-e of tutor evalu-

ations índicated that t-he participating students felt that

the sessions were worthwhiIe and successful.

In addition af f ective gains \'vere monj tored through

teacher observation of student behavior during the tutoring

program and after its completion in contrast to their obser-

vation of baseline behavi-ors at the outset. Students demon-

strated their positive attitude development both as tutors

and tutees through improvements reported in their attendance

patterns, commitment to assignments, and cooperation with

one another. An adaptation of the rating scale recommerlded

by Lippitt (appendix:xv) was made available to demonstrate

affectíve gai.ns. Instances of gains on this scale confirmed

teacher observations. Most students proceeded from the

program with a more pos-itive view toward math. This attit-ude

development was demonstrated in a variety of \^Iays. As indi-

cated previous-ly, there was an .increase in the number of par-

ticipants in the program from 31 in term I to 79 in term IIf.

This increase was in part a clemonstration of the student's

positive attitude toward math. StudenL.s of varying ability

levels continued to volunteer for the pr:ogram througthout the

year broth as 'tutors and tutees. They reported f avorable
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comnents made by other participaL.ing students as having moti-

vated their decision to volunteer. As indicated previously,

an adaptation of the Dutton Mathema'tics Attitude scale

(appendix:xvi) was made available to obtain a reliable assess-

ment of student attitude towarcl math. The cooperation and

reliability demonstrated by tuto¡s, and especially by tutees,

in following their schedules, conipleting assignments, and

maintaini-ng daily log records were taken as further indicators

of their positive attitude toward math.

The fog reports and attendance patterns indicated

that the tutorial program had a positive effect in terms of

conmitment and effort. One student, who had a history of

attendance problems, responded to the added responsibility of

hetping a younger stuilent. Iier commitment led to a consistent

attendance pattern. She fett that she had something of

importance to contribute to her tutee's learning efforts.

Another student, who had experienced several minor, phYSical

injuries, was missing school frequently. The attention he

received from hís tutor led 'L.o stronger performances on his

teacher-made tests as his attendance pattern improved due to

a decrease in the frequency of his appar:ent accident-proneness

A student that always hacl a new story, oT joke, to tell his

teacher had to be constantly reminded not to interrupt class

discussions. FIe seldom hacl any homework done. On tests he

experienced great difficulty with basic facts and skills - The

tutor's Log reports indicated he was the youngest of five
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children at home. He r:eyealed to her that his brothers and

sisters \^/ere smarter and more successf ul than he could be.

By focusing his ath-ention on the task at hand, his study and

preparation for tests improved so that he eventually gained

a nrore reasonable l-evel of sef f-esteem. This higher level of

self-confidence was subsequently followed by somewhat higher

test scores. Although his grades v'/ere not greatly improved,

hj s deportment and attitude became much more acceptable. A

warm, pêrsonakrle girl was the third youngest of eleven, many

of whom had preceded her through our school. Her sense of

independence and desire to help others was frustrated by her

role in the regular classroom. Due to a combínation of soc-io-

economic factors, her lack of basic background skills made it

difficult for her to experience a reasonable level of academic

success. By worJcing as a tutor, she reported she felt ful-

fil-led and capable. It satisfied her desire to help others;

and concurrently, it provÍded her with an opportunity to

review the basic skills in a \iü¿ty t-hat was not demeaning.

Further evaluation vras based on observation of social

acceptability and leadership ability of participants. rmprove-

ments j n these areas were frequently cited by sending teachers

j-n describing st-udents that had participated as tutors. A shy,

capable student who was struggling with a speech-ímpedi-ment

was reported to have progressed to the point where he was no

longer relucLant to speaJ< to the class after successfully

tutoring a younger student.
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In sufirmary, teacher opinion indicated that improve-

ments in behavior, self-disciplíne, and effort $/ere associ-

ated with program parti.cipation. The individual attention

given to tutees served the function of at least taking

unwarranted pressure off certain individual students who were

not capable of coping with the demands of the regular class '

One student, who had been rebellious and' uncooperative in

class, made significant progress when he recognized the

sincerity of the efforts being made by the Lutors and teachers

on his behalf. He became determined not to dominate their

time so that they would be free to help others " He progressed

to the point of. taking a sincere interest in completing tasks;

and, he became more willing to participate in learning activ-

ities.

The concensus amongst the school's principal,

resource, counsellor, and other participating teachers was

that the math TAP was a viable and successful means of pro-

viding appropriate support to students with special needs.

In many cases the progress attai.ned by some students was more

modest than anticipated. fn some cases only a modest amount

of progress in school could be reasonably expected due to

outside inf luences and,/csr special. limiting f actors. The six

participating math teachers indicated varying responses to

the program's necessity and effect'iveness'

one of the grade 7 teachers felt the program was

worthwhile and endorsed the concepti however, he felt no
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personal need for it as a support system. He was confident

he could effectively meet the needs of students in this cate-

gory quite well in the regular class setting. So, his

involvement in the math TAP was subsequently limited to a

small number of referrals from parents and the counsellor.

The other grade 7 teacher expressed the view that the math

TAP was lowering the standards of the school's evaluation

program due to its specialized and/or individualized testing

program. He recommended that a homogeneous assignment of

students to classes would be more effective than organizíng

specj-al programs for students with special needs. The other

four teachers in grades B and 9 were in favor of the progranÌ's

format and performance. They reported it to be a successful

means of providing appropriate experiences for a significant

number of students with special needs. The resource teacher

expressed his appreciation to the participating teachers.

He felt that the tutors \¡/ere necessary aides in meeting Lhe

objectives of the resource program as a support service for

special student-s. Because of h-is teaching load in addition

to resource responsibil-ities, the continuity of instruction

coul-d not have been maintained as successfully without the

commitment and interest-. of the tutors. The counsellor

reported his awareness of the programr s success with respecL

to relieving stress on individual students who were unable

to cope with the academic demands of regular classroom situ-

ations. He also reporte<l that some of the tutor volunteers
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vrere i-nterested in pursuirrg careers related to their helping

role in the math TAP. The principal reported that with the

school.'s continuing philosophy of heterogeneous instructional

groupings the special needs of a significant number of

students were effectively met by the math TAP.

The program provided a variety of experiences, and

met with varying degrees of success, for the 79 students that

participated over the course of the year. Posítive outcomes

\^/ere generally more directly related to affective gains i.n

terms of self-concept and attitudes 'toward math than to the

gains j-n terms of cogni"tive skills. However, as indicated

previously, tÏre concensus was that the math TAP was effective

in providing favorable experiences for the participants "

Recommendations

The tutoring program's success could be enhanced

through a variety of supportive actions. Factors related to

the school's administration, timetabling, participating

teachers, budget, and locations for tutoring need appropriate

attention to increase the progl:am's effectiveness. The antic-

ipation of potential obstacles to program success must be an

element of future planning.

If the administration would be ab,le to provide appro-

prj-ate opportunities for participatíng t.eachers to meet,

confer, plan, ancl ev¿rl.uate on a regular, on-going basis, this

opportunity itself would become a motival-ing factor. ft

woul.d also be appropriate to recognize the coordinator's role



as part of that teacher's instructional

rather than expecting to be carried on

a full slate of classes.

load for the

tt3.
year

teachingin addition to

Rather than having students assigned to tutorial

classes according to their regular timetable, the literature

and past experience indicates that it would be more effective

to set a consistent tutoring time earlier in the school day

on a more regular basis " It might be more appropriate to

have students enroll in a course for tutoring which could

a1low them to be timetabled appropriately without conflicts.

In terms of program development one would have to

recognize the existence of interfering filters as previously

described in this program's model. Neither the perception of

participant nor program success should be monitored without

accounting for the influence of these handicapping factors.

Just as the serious golfer or bowling enthusiast takes the

net scores into account as the indicators of significant gains,

so should the evaluator of tutorial students and programs.

A lack of enthusiasm and support from other staff members may

not reflect the quality of the program. Often teachers are

slow to change and often perceive something different as just

another rehash of what hasn't worked before. Thus, future

planning should involve appropriate feedback of information

related to program effectiveness as a continuing, motivating

factor to encourage teachers to recognize that their efforts

in this respect are worthwhile.
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as part of that teacher's instructional load for the year

rather than expecting to be carried on in addition to teaching

a full slate of classes.
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aIlow them to be timetabled appropriately without conflicts.

In terms of program development one would have to

recognize the existence of interfering filters as previously

described in this program's model. Neither the perception of

participant nor program success should be monitored without

accounting for the influence of these handicapping factors.

Just as the serious golfer or bowling enthusiast takes the

net scores into account as the indicators of significant gains,

so shoul-d the evaluator of tutorial students and programs.

A lack of enthusiasm and support from other staff members may

not reflect the quality of the program. Often teachers are

slow to change and often perceive something different as just

another rehash of what hasn't. worked before. Thus, future

planning should involve appropriate feedback of information

related to program effectiveness as a continuing, motivating

factor to encourage teachers to recognize that their efforts

in this respect are worthwhile.
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Due to the emphasis and nature of concrete learning

activities, a suitable budget for consumable materials,

learning kits, games, and other audio-visual items would

clearly be required.

In terms of allocation of space for tutoring, a private,

central location separate from the resource teaching activities

would be desirable. Sufficient space designed to facilitate

the necessary interacLion of tutor and tutee without distract-

ing others would be considered ideal.

Improvements related to these aspects of the process

would lead to more effective tutoring.

Future plans

Due to the influx of students requiring E.S.L.

instruction and the resultant limitations of resources ' Space /

and time available for special needs instruction, the oper-

ation of a tutorial program for math was suspended. However,

the math TAP was considered to have sufficient merit to be

recommended for future development as resources become

available.
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Wbief lFesufs lfunror Tbigb

@utoris[ lFrogrürn
THIS CERTTFICATE IS A SII'IPLE TOKEN OF OUR APPRECIATION TO

T{Ho HELPED TUTOR IN THE DEVELOPI'IENTAL REAÐING ÀND TUTORIAL PROGRAII

THTS YEAR. WE I^JTSH TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR TI¡'18 AND EFFORT

IN HELPING OTHERS LEARN.

PRIi\icIPÀL

GUIDANCE COUNSELLOR

rJl
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CHIEF PEGUIS JUNIOR FIIGH
1400 RothesaY Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba

R2G LV2

Date

Dear Parent or Guardian,

The purpose of this letter is to extend our appreciation for
your sonr/daughter's active participation in the volunteer
math TutoriaÍ Assistance Program. This program has been in
operation in our school- this past year, and we feel a great
deal of its success and benefíts come from the people
involved--the tutors

The tutorial program has shown us that the tutees (or student
being helped) have learned more about themselves, Iearned
how to act more responsibly with other students and teachers,
and have appreciated how we can help each other learn.
Working wi-Lñ tfre tutors and observing their progress with
tutees has helped me learn more about how students learn
and what affects this learning.

On behalf of myself, the teachers, and the tutees we extend
our appreciation to those tutors for offering assistance.

Yours tru1y,

Resource Teacher
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The Math TAP Plan

T Design of program: one-to-one tutoring model;

A. Selection:

1. Tutors Sel-ected and/or volunteered from grade

9 classes, screened by grade 9 teacher and

resource teacher;

2. Tutees ldentified by grade '7 or B math teacher

on Tutee Referral Form (appendix:iv), directed to

the resource teacher.

B. Díagnostic procedures:

l-. Math achievement scores on teacher-made tests

with results itemized to allow for diagnosis of

specific strengths and weaknesses;

2. CTBS scores to confirm need for special support

as well- as to identify strengths and weaknesses;

3. Tutee Referral Forms (appendi*,i,t and v) to be

completed by receiving teacher;

4. Pre- and Post-test basic skills through adminis-

tration of S.R"A. Basi-c Skills Forms A and B

(appendix:vi) -

Orientation for tutors and tutees:

A. Tutors Orientation session planned and conducted by

the coordinator and/or resource teacheri

B. Tutees Receiving teacher and resource teacher

responsible for explaining and organizing on an

II.
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IV.

V.

The Math TAP" Plan (Cont'd)

individual basis.

Scheduling procedures :

A. Frequency Operation in each term with 50 minute

class sessions conducted on a variable schedule

dependent on individual tutee prescriptíon from 3 to

5 tímes per cycle utilizínq a rotating schedule of

tutors so that no tutor is utilized more than once

per cycl-e;

B. Duration:

1. Tutees Tutee participation duration determined

by the receiving teacher in consultation with the

resource teacher;

2. Program - Commencement on cycle 4 and compì-etion

after cycle 9 in each of the three 10 cycJ-e terms

so that the tutorial service available for 6

cycles each term.

Locations for instruction:

A. Resource room (841);

B. Receiving teacher's classroom;

C. Adjacent study area to receiving teacherrs classroom.

Materials:

A. Receiving teacher and resource teacher prescribe

appropriate materials ;

B. Organization format set out by coordinator based on

Basic Math Curriculum (L974) (appendix:vii);
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The ¡4ath TAP Plan (Cont'd)

VI.

C. Tutor preparation and use of materials supervised by

resource teacher with the aid of sending teacher

and/or other resource-supervising teachers -

Supervision:

A. Tutors and tutees are to meet and work in the resource

room (841) under resource and/or supervising teacher's

direction; or--

B. Tutor is to work with tutee in receiving teacher's

classroom, or adjacent study area with supervision

by the receiving teacher.

Evaluation model:

A. Tutoring process On-going evaluation of the

tutoring process reviewing diagnosis and prescription

for tutees on a regular, frequent basis;

B. Tutee Reporting to parents by report card letter-

grade determined by resource teacher through collabo-

ration with receiving teacher instead of math grade

as usual;

C. Tutor - Evaluation and appreciation procedure carried

out by resource teacher in collaboration with sending

teacher;

D. Program - Math TAP evaluation conducted by the

resource teacher through an on-going process involving

a1l participants.

VII.
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Math TAP Tutee Application Procedure

To arrange a tutorial program:

I. Receiving teacher directs referral to the resource

teacher by completing the Tutee Referral Form;

II. Any additional information or concerns related to what

has been done with the student, diagnosis, prescription,

and suggestions concerning special needs to be discussed

with the resource teacher;

III. Provide outline of student's math classes and./or other

academic-core classes during which tutoring may be

scheduled on a standard timetable formi

IV. Parent notifícation of tutoring participation conducted

by resource teacher by letter or phone;

V. Collaborate with resource and/or coordinator to match

tutee appropriately with a tutor;

VI. Monitor and explain the nature of the helping activities

to tutee;

VII. Collaborate with resource teacher to evaluate tutee

progress.
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I4ath TAP Tutee Referral Form

NAME OF STUDENT

TEACI]ER Band/Totem

I A) Please describe, being brief, but
reason(s) for which this referral

specific, the
is being made:

B) What methods or teaching strategies have you used

in your attempts to resolve the above problem?

II. This section attempts to col-lect information concerning
the variables that -infl-uence the teaching/Iearníng
process. Provide strengths as well as weaknesses.

You may fill this section out nohl or just think about

them so that we can discuss them and fill out this
section dur-ing the ref erral conf erence -

a)

b)

c)
d)

e)

f)

physical health:
motivation and/or
motivation and/or

attitude
atti tude

toward
towar<1

academic work:
social activities:

study habits:
teacher-student relationship:

(i.e., mainly use of hands, talks tolearning style
self, etc. ) :

environmental-s) influences:
over--



Resource Team Referral Form

2-
III. Have you discussed th j-s problem with

If sor what did they perceive their
Have they seen the same problem?

the team?

reaction to be?

IV. Have you

parents ?

reaction
resolve

discussed this problem with
If so, what did you

the student's
perceive their
steps to helpto be? Ilave they taken any

the problem and what steps?

V Please check
conference.
two or three

one of these dates and times for a

If none of these is convenient, suggest
which are.

Thank you for the time you have taken i-n completing this form!

SIGNATURE DATE
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Tutee Diagnosis Form

Tutee Totem

Math Teacher
of strength (+) and weakness (-)

C. Decimals :

V

Math TAP

Dat e

I. Please
A. Whole

Facts:

indicate areas
numL¡ers:

History: Roman numerals. ( )
Sets: Union

Underst¿rnding:
Definition. .

Operations: +(

x(
+(

Shortcuts for

D. Per Cent

Understanding:
Definition. . . .

Equivalents. . .

Problems:
(fn="/ox

-^,=n"/oX

Compari ng. .

Changing to fractions.
Repeating decimals. . . .

+()
-( )
x()
+( )

()
()
()
()

() )
)
)
)

10

fntersectjon. ... . .( )
Venn diagrams.....( )

Principles: Commutative. ( )
Associative. ( )
Distributive( )
Order.......( )

Problem solving:
Translation.......( )
Equations ....( )

Operations: +( )
-( )
x()
+( )

Powers ( )

B. Fractions:
Understanding:

Definition. .

Comparing...
.F.
ucing. . .

M

iva l ents
Operations: +( )

-( )
x()
+( )

Specific remarks about

, 100, 1ooo,
Special factors. . ... . . .(
Scientific notation. . . . (

%x n

)
)

.( )

.( )

)

)

+( )
-( )
x( )
+( )

()
( ) E.
()
()
()
()

G.C
Red
L,. C
Equ

I ntegers

ar:e¿LS that need improvement:II

Materials used previously
Materi als recommended :

IIT Bxpected durabion of Math TAP

Date started:
Date completed

cycles.



CHIEF PEGUIS JUNIOR HIGFI
1400 Rothesay Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba

R2G LVz

vr.

Dear Parents or Guardians,

A student tutoring program has been operating at our school
during the past several years and it is underway once again.
A recent survey of research literature has confirmed that
similar programs are still considered to be effective.
Through the Math TAP, our Tutorial Assistance Program, students,
called tutees, may be assisted in completing math assignments
and learning concepts by having older students act as tutors.
The program will be conducted during regular class hours in the
resource room, in the regul-ar math classroom, or an adjacent
study area.
This program can give the younger student a chance to have more
of the individual attention every child needs than could
otherwise be scheduled for them. It will also give the tutor
a chance to learn better the subject he is helping the younger
student to master. It wilt also give him/her experience in
being a trusted member of a team of classmates and teachers
who are working on ways to help children learn.
Assignments will include remedial and corrective work in such
areas as basic skílIs in arithmetic, organizational skills, and
study skills. Supervision will be provided by the resource
teacher and/or mathematics teacher.
The evaluation of the student's learning witl- be carried out
by the resource teacher with the assistance of the regular
classroom teacher.
If a student is acting as a tutor instead of attending an
instructional c1ass, he/she wilI be responsible for completing
assignments and tests.

is presentì-y participating as a tutor/tutee.
student' s

If there are
to comment,

name

any concerns or questions, please use this area
and retui:n, oy phone resource teacher at 668-9442-

Yours truly,

Resource Teacher
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Math TAP Log Tutee:
Math Teacher:

Tutor:Day

1. Ready to work;
2 . IIas completed homework--page (s ) :
3. Has corrected any mistakes from
4. Understands today's lesson idea:
5. Working successfully on homework
*Comments:

vl_ l_ .

Totem:

Date:

last lessoni
I)

page:

Date:

*Mark:ABCD
Da \z

f

E (Circle appropriate grade)
Tutor:

last lesson;
tf

page:

1. Ready to work;
2. Has completed homework--page (s) :

3. Has corrected any mistakes from
4. Understands today's lesson idea:
5. Working successfully on homework
*Comments:

Date:

*Mark:ABCDE
Day

(Circle appropriate grade)
Tutor:

last lesson;
p

page:

1. Ready to work;
2. Has completed homework--page (s) :

3. Has corrected any mistakes from
4. Understands today's l-esson idea:
5. Working successfully on homework
*Comments:

*Mark: A B C D E (Circle appropriate grade)

Monday Proqress MeetingTutor Summary for
I. List skills taught during t-he previous three sessions:

II. nescribe successful activities or strategies used:

III. Materials used:
Supplied by: A

Textbook & pages:
Worksheets:
Filmstrips:
Others:

IV Describe any
A. Attitude

Teacher: B. Tutor:

concerns related to the following:
and behavior:

I
2
3
4

B. Recommendations that could help the tutee:
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Math TAP--Tutor Tasks

Become familiar with the nature of the grade 7 and/or
grade B math programs and recognize the knowledge, skills,
and understandings required to work with younger students.

TÏ. Make a personal commitment to assume responsibilíty for
behavior, attendance, assignments, and instruction:
A. Meet the tutee at the work area arranged; that is,

the resource room (e¿f) , the receiving teacher's
classroom, or an adjacent study area--Be prompt;

B. Supervise the tutee at all times:
1. Reinforce successful responses in a positive

manner to reward the student for working for you;
that is, remember to praise good efforts;

2. If your help is not needed due to tutee absence
or class activity, log in the reason and return
directly to your regular class.

C. Assist \^Tithout actually doing the tutee's work:
1. Monitor the apparent success or failure of the

learning experience as you work with your student;
2. Revj-ew future assignments before you start tutor-

i.g;
3. Adjust ineffective lessons by:

a. Preparing your own materials; that is, charts,
games, questions, etc. i

b. Checking with the resource Leacher to see if
your material-s seem appropriate.

I]I. Recognize the importance of recording observations in the
Math TAP Log. Indicate the nature of j-nteractions and
specific activj-ties and plans for tutees.

IV. Confer regularly with cooperating and coordinating
teachers for feedback on assignments and plans for tutee
activities.

ï

\7 Prepare for each of the Monday meetings by completing
the Tutor Summary portion of the Math TAP Log in a
thoughtful manner.

Remember your responsibilíty to make-up any work missed
in regular classes due to tutoring.

VI.
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I4ath TAP--Tutor Ti 5

ï Tutoring Expectations :

Tutoring in the one-to-one relationship provides educa-
tional experiences in a highly personal way for both
participants.
A student having difficulty in a classroom situation can
be encouraged by a sympathic tutor to question what he
doesn't understand. Because the tutor is dealing with
one student, a g'reater expectation of having the tutee
clearly understand the subject matter exists; thus, the
tutee's self-concept may improve from a successful
learning experience.
On many occasions tutoring does not lead to immediate
improvement in grades; Yet, it can sti]l be considered a
successful experience. Many children are in need of the
kind of personal relationship that characterizes the
tutorial situation. When this relatj-onship is developed
in the tutoring process, it can provi-de a very meaningful
and motivating experience for the tutee.
Tutoring is essentially an individual experience: the
inter-relationship of two indíviduals working closely
together can provide assistance and support that may
improve a student's picture of himself; and then, it may
eventually lead to a better attitude toward learning.
Tutoring Purposes:
A. To improve the student's picture of himself and of

the school by providing a successful learning
experíence;

B. To improve the academic achievement of the student;
C. To motivate the student through his contact with a

concerned, helpful, Peer modeI.

Tutoring Commitment:

Tutoring demands a definite commitment. The effective
tutor must develop a relatj-onship of trust, confidence,
and rapport. with dedication the help given to the tutee
may become an immense contribution, leading to both a

stronger self-concept and a more successful attitude to
learning.
Special Tutor Tips:
A. Search for effective teaching methods through

planning with each other, with teachers , ot with the
resource teacher. It is not wise to simply mimic
methods of former teachers without considering

rr.

III.

IV
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Math TAP--Tutor Tips (Cont'd)
whether these methods are suited Lo the tutee.

B Be prompt and organized. If you are late or confused,
your tutee may begin to doubt the sincerity of your
intention to help him.
Relax and be yourself during the first session.
Introduce yourself and make sure you have your tutee's
name straight and vice versa" TelI a little about
yourself: why you are there and what you hope to do.
Try to be a good listener. Encourage the tutee to
teIl you about himself: his interests; that is, his
1iices and dislikes, favorite sports, games, T.V.
shows, and so on.
Praise the tutee whenever he makes the slightest
progress.
Let him work at his own pace. Remember he was
selected for special tutoring because he wasn't
keeping up. Keep the pressure off. A good tutor will
spend most of the time asking questions, Iistening,
and helpJ-ng the tutee to think for himself, rather
than lecturing to the tutee. When you supply an
answer, be sure your tutee understands how you
arrived at it. Provide a similar example to allow
him to demonstrate his ability to recall what he
has learned.
When necessary, step in tactfully and heÌp out.
general the less work you do for your tutor the
Help him to learn how to do his own work.

E

F

C

D

G

H

I

J

K

In
better.

Be patient, warm, ancì. understanding even if the tutee
does not seem to be responding. A grumpy or uncooper-
abive tutee may be acting out in an inappropriate
manner simply to gain some attentíon. Try a líttle
kindness. Discuss any persistent conflicts or
problems with the resource teacher.
Invent games and special materials to help him learn.
Your resource teacher can be a big help--ask for
suggest-ions and advice. Creative and imaginative
use of concrete learning experiences can lead t.o
longer lasting resulbs.
Try to organize your tutoring session so that a change
of pace is possible. Be ffexible. If you see your
tutee is having difficulty concentrating, vary the
activity to refresh his attention. Block out your
class time into shorter segments and plan your activi-
tíes accordíngly.
Keep your Math TAP Log up to date and organized-
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Math TAP--Tutor Tips (Cont'd)

V

This responsibiJ-ity wiIl be very important in evalu-
ating your tutoring experience. Specific descriptions
of conversations dealing with special interests or
talents are helpful.

L. Remember it all takes time. Be patient; but also be
persistent.

Pitfat!-s to avoid:
A. Think of talking with your tutee, not at him.
B. Donrt pry into family af fai-rs.
C. Donrt gossip about your tutee. Your tutoring rela-

tionship shoul-d be a conf idential one.
D. Donrt compare him to other students. Work with the

individual by starting at his level and by taking his
Iearning pace in a realistic manner.

E. Avoid criticizing speech, dress, or manner. If you
must correct him, do it gently and infrequently.
Empathy is an important quality to seek. Have enough
understanding of your tutee and knowledge of his
background and possible cultural differences so that
you accept him as he is, rather than reject him
because he is not what you think he ought to be.

F. Don't renege on any promises. It may mean little
to you; but, it coul-d be very important to your tutee.

G. Don't allow your tutee to just "get by." Careless
work habits can lead to Ìearning problems.

H. Don't expect j.nstant success .

References:
The Volunteer in the classroom, Planning and Research

VI

Sectíon of the Department
Tips for Tutors, ERIC 075
California.
Handbook for Tutors, prepared
Communt ty. Schools, New Haven,
ReprÍnt.

of Youth and Education.
396, Santa Barbara Colleqe,

by Offíce of
ConnecticuL,

Director
January,

of
1966.
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Math TAP Special Materials for Learning Activities

Audio-Visual Curriculum Related Learning Program (Area of
Triangles). New York: H.M. Stone Productions, L97L.

Baratta-Lorton, Robert. Mathematics. . .A Way of Thinking.
Menlo Park, California: addîson-Wesley Pub. Co. , 1977 .

IndividualizingFo1ey, J. and R. Bower, E. Basten, L. Smith.
Mathematics: Discovery and Structure. Menlo Park,

Co., Inc., 1970.California: addison@ing

Hestwood, D. and E. Orf, Ed. Basic Skills in Mathematics.
Boston: Al1yn and Bacon, Inc.,

Proctor, C
Kit..

and P. Johnson. Computational Skills Development
Chicago: Science Réséárch associates, Inc.

Shaw, Bryce R. and P .M. W.
SkiIls

Hiehle. Individualized
utational Pro ram. Boston: Houghton-

M l_ ff1 rflr 976.

Vannatta, G.D. and J.
(Kits: A, B, C)
Publishing Co. ,

Stoeckinger.
Columbus:

r974.

Basic Mathematics
arles E. Me rrl 11
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Goals and Objectives for the Math TAP

To provide the administrative framework through which the
energies and idealisms of students, interested in working
with younger ones, may be coordinated.

To develop a sense of community amongst the students of.
dif ferent grade l-evels.

I

2

3 To help students develop a deeper understanding
appreciation of the ultimate value of education
this opportunity for students to be involved in
school system at a very responsible level.

To provide students with the theoret.ical background
deal effectively with situations which arise during
practical school experience.

and
through
the

4

5

to
their

To provide experiences for students to discover the satis-
faction that resutls from helping others. Thus, providing
an opportunity for increased feelings of self-worth and
a sense of accomplishment.

6

7

To provide the student with experiences
in understanding self and others in the
learning and human devel-opment.

that will
continuum

assist
of

B

9

To assist. students in developing communication skj-11s that
will lead to successful relatj.onships with younger
children, teacher, and others.

To further the individualization of learning experíences
avail-able to younger students.

To provide the opportunity for younger students to share
the special talents and training of older students.

10. To help students, through this experience and
helping relationships, make realistic choices
future work with children as a parent or in a

training in
about
career.
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Math TAP Tutor Evaluation by Teacher

Date: Tutor: Totem:

I. Check to indicate assessment for the following:

Satisfactory Unsatisfactory
Evaluation of tutor efforts:
Sense of responsibitity:
Rapport with tutee:
Vitality and enthusiasm:
Relations with teachers:

rr. Tutor performance
Excellent
Very good
Satisfactory
Needs Improvement
Unacceptable

rating--circl-e one:
A
B
C
D

E

IIf" General appraisal and remarks:
Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Thanks for your efforts,

Teacher
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Math TAP: Tutor Evaluation by Tutee
Date: Tutor:

Tutee:
Mechanics:

Totem:
Totem:

1. Is the
2. Is the

Attitudes:
l. Does your tutor

Circ1e one of the choices;
tutor always, usuaIly, never punctual for
tutorrs attendance always, usually, never

Agree or

class ?

reqular:

disagree, then explain why;

show patience toward students?

2. Does your tutor plan effectively and teach well?

Tutoring Ability:
1. Describe your favorite way of learning math skills.

2. Describe the methods your tutor used to help you learn.

3 How much success does
have more interest in

the tutor have in encouraging you to
your learning?

4 Does the
there is

tutor make it easier to understand the work when
some confusion? Explain.

5

6

Is the tutor forceful and directive in encouraging you to
concentrate on your learning in a helpful way; or, is the
tutor too bossy; ot t is the tutor unable to hold your
attention? Explain

What is your tutor's main job?

How successfully was this job done?

Was your tutor able to adjust: when your work was easily
understood, \^/ere you encouraged to go ahead?

7

When you
order to

felt confused, did your tutor slow the pace in
try different kinds of explanations and demonstra-

tions? -

Did your tutor seem comfortable while working with you?
Explain

oU
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Math TAP Affective Tutee/Tutor Evaluation
Date:
Math

Tutee:
Tutor:

Totem

Teacher: Totem:

For each item, put a
this student on this

check in the space that best describes
seven-point scale.

Scores

Interested in schoolwor Disinterested

[ow cTãss -pa-l€Tcr_pat r-on High clas Ð part l_c ipation

Self-confident Lacks self-confidence

Relaxed Tense

Cooperative Uncooper ative

Dependent Independent

Doesnrt try hard Tries hard

P ersr-s tent G r_ves up qu1ckrv

Se-lf -centered Considerate of others

Does assignments Does not do assignments

Attends class Does not att.end class

Fools around Self-con trolled

Attentive Inattentive

D r-srespec tful Shows respect

Needs to be prodded Self-starting

Total:

Anecdotal report:

105

Completed by:
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Date Name Totem

Dutton Mathematics Attitude Scale

11.
12.

check (/) beside each item that agrees with your attitude.
I think about math problems outside of school and
like to work them out.
I don't fpel sure of myself in arithmetic.
I enjoy seeing how rapidly and accurately I can
work math problems.
I like math, but I like other subjects just as well-.
T like arithmetic because it is practical.
I don't think math is fun, but I always want to do
well in it.
I am not enthusiastic about mathematics, but I
have no real dislike for it either.
Mathematics is as important as any other subject.
Arithmetic is something you have to do even though
it is not enjoyable.
Sometimes I enjoy the challenge presented by a
mathematical problem.
I have always been afraid of arithmetic.
I would l-ike to spend more time in school working
with mathematics.
I detest arithmetic and avoid using it at all times.
I enjoy dol.ng problems when I know how to do them
weII.
I avoid arithmetic because I am not very good with
figures.
Mathematics thrills me, and I like it better than
any other subject.
Mathematics is very interesting.
I am afraid of doing word problems.
I never get tired of working with numbers.
I have never liked arithmetic.
I think math is the most enjoyab-le subject I have
taken.
I can't see much value in mathematics.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

I

10.

13.
14.

ls.

16.

17.
18.
19.

20.
2l_.

22.
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Math TAP Dutton Mathematics Attitude Scale Values

Date Name Totem

Circle the item numbers that the student indicated agreement
with and then total the scale values:

:,:

i.::
,a,,

.ril
:.:jl

ii

a::.

ii:,.::

]iil

.];¡:

:a:.

.:,

:a..

.::

:l

:l

a.,,

lr'

lll

a.a

).

tl

:a

"aa.

.t:l

.a:

a::

ii

::a,

1,.

:t:

a:

.:.

:::

:ìì

::.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

B.

9.

10.
fl.

9.5
3.7
8.6
5.6
7.7
4.6
5.3
5.9
3.3
7.0
2.5

12.
r3.
14.
f5.
f6.
17.

18.
19.
20.
2r.
))

9.0
1.0
6.7
3.2

10. 5

8.1
2.0
9.8
1.5

10. 4

3.0

Total scale value:

Attitude strengths:

Attitude v/eaknesses:

Future plans:
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Math TAP--Teachers' Evaluation Form

Date: Completed by:

Position:

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Comments:

Future Recommendations :
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RECOMMENDED READTNG LIST

ERIC Search

L20.

The following is a h¡ibliography on cross-age tutoring
which should be available from the Department of
Education Library, Room 206, lIBl Wal1 Street, Winnipeg,
telephone 786-0218
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Adolescent Peer Counseling.
School Counselor. Mar.

A. Leibowitz and D. R" Rhoads.
'7 4.

Communication Training Study: A Model for Training
High School Peer Counselors. H. D. Gray and J.
The School Counselor. 222 L07 L2 Nov. '74.

Junior
TindaIl.

Cross-age Tutoring
Clearing House

Bffect of Older Peer
Performance. J.
in the Schools

and the High Risk Students. J. D. Dallas.
4Bz 300 2 Jan . '7 4.

Participant Model-s on Deficient Academic
J. Haran et aI. Bibliography Psychology

1l-: 207 2I2. April '7 4.

Evaluation of Two Methods of Pe
F. C. Williams. Bibliograp
L2z L66 171. April '75.

er Tutoring. T. Oakland and
hy Psychology in the Schools

High School Peer Sex Information and Referral Program.
P. Heidt. Journal of School Health. 44: 572 - 575,
Dec. '75.

Ninth Graders as Student Aids: Making Use of the Helper
Therapy Principal. J. A. Durlak

Paras, Peers, and Pros. Symposium by U. Delworth.
Bibliography illustrated Personnel and Guidance Journal_
53: 252 6B +. Dec. '74

Peer Counselling. S. H. Scott and R. W. Warner Jr.
Bibliography Personnel and Guidance Journal. 53:
228 23L. Nov. '74

Peer Group Counselling. A Challenge to Grow. M. Frank et aI.
School Counselor. 22: 267 272. Mar. '75.

Peer Tutoring in New York
English Journal. 63:

Schools. J. J. Hassett.
April '7 4.

City High
77 78-

Positive Peer Culture in the Public School System. J. R.
Guiles. NASSP Bulletin 59: 22 28. Jan. '75.

Psychology in the Schools. t0: 334 339. July '73.
Some of Our Best Teachers Have Never Gone to College: Cross-

Age Tutoring. Instructor. 83: 79 81. Aug. '73.
Students l{elping Students. M. E. Michael. Illustrated

Schoo1 Shop. 34: 35 - Feb. '75


